
Minutes
Joint Conference Committee

December 13, 1977

Present: Mr. Albert Hanser, Chairman
Ms. Sally Pillsbury
Ms. Mary Lebedoff Dr. Robert GoltzDr. Richard Ebert Dr. Eugene GedgaudasDr. Paul Winchell
Mr. Orville Evenson Dr. John Delaney

Staff: Mr. Robert Dick1er
Hr. John Diehl
Ms. Johnelle Foley

Guest: Mr. Michael McKee

The meeting of the Joint Conference Committee of the Board of Governors

was called to order by Albert Hanser, Chairman., in the East Wing f the Campus

Club. The minutes of the 1a5t meeting were reviewed and approved b the Committee without

comment.

I. Credentials Committee Report

Dr. Winchell, on behalf of the Credentials Committee, and the Medic~l Staff/Hospital

Council, recommended the following individuals for appointment to

of University of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics:

Medical Staff

Internal Medicine

Joseph R. Kelly

Psychiatry/Internal Medicine

Thomas B. Mackenzie

Pediatrics

Elaine L. Mills

Category

Clinical

Attending

Attending
I

Dr. Winchell reviewed the credentials of these individuals and after some discussion

with members of the Committee it was moved and approved that the aPflications of the

I



Reappointment of Chiefs of Services

Services on a periodic basis in accordffilce with Article 5, Section

II.

2

i

i
above named individuals be accepted and forwarded to the Board of G~vernors.

i

Mr. Dickler distributed a memo to the members of the Committee Whict outlined the

Board of Governors obligation in relationship to the reappointment pf Chiefs of
i

of the Bylaws.

In essence, since the Board has just completed its third year of op ration, it will

be necessary to annually reappoint each Chief of Service who has he d that post

since the initiation of the Board. It was noted that since the Boa d's establishment,

4 Chiefs of Staff out of 19 have been appointed. These individuals are Dr'. Buckley,

(Anesthesiology), Dr. Resch, (Neurology), Dr. Prem, (OB-GYN), Dr. MIler, (Pediatrics).

Some discussion ensued in relationship to the contradictory languag in the Bylaws

which requires annual re-appointment in January but also implies th t annual reappointment,

after the initial three year period will be on the anniversary dat of that appointment.

The Committee felt that to maintain an orderly process it would he rreferable to

maintain a January reappointment cycle and that individuals apPointid during the

course of the year should have their initial term adjusted to the n~arest January.

It was noted by Mr. Diehl that this would require a bylaws change ~d the Committee

concurred that such a recommendation should be made to the Bylaws jommittee. It was

noted that the Joint Conference ,Committee needed to deal with this item. either in

December or January since the re-appointments of the Chiefs was re uired by the Bylaws

in January. I

I

,

It was therefore moved and seconded that the 15 Chiefs who have c04Pleted their
I

initial three year. appointment period be reappointed for an additi9nal year. Discussion

ensued in relationship to the functions of the Clinical Chiefs and it was noted that

this information was provided in Mr. Dickler's memo. After this d'scussion the question

was called and the Committee unanimously approved the forwarding 0 the recommendations

to the Board of Governors that the Chiefs noted above be reappoint d for an additional
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term of office.

III. Semi-Annual Medical Staff Meeting

Dr. Winchell noted that the Medical Staff had a Semi-Annual Meetin several weeks

previously and that attendance had been unusually high. The first topic discussed

was the Concurrent Review Program of the Hospitals and discussion led

by Dr. Amos Deinard who is Chairman of that Committee. In essence lit was notea·
I

that the Hospitals Utilization Review Program continues to be one ~he best in the

Twin Cities and despite the mechanical requirements of the system ~t seems to be

operating satisfactorily. Some concern was expressed that mechanidms still have

not been revised sufficiently to permit expeditious processing of 11 concerns

relating to length of stay on a timely and propicious basis. Thes concerns continued

to be pursued by the Concurrent Review Committee.

I

Dr. Merkin then presented the Investigational Drug Policy which ha~ been approved
,

by the Medical Staff/Hospital Council approximately one and one_half years previously.

That policy, because of its complex impact on a number of research programs within

the institution, continues to be the subject of some controversy a ,d must still be

considered to be in the implementation phase. Discussion with the IMedica~ Staff

related primarily to the cost of maintaining all investigational d1UgS within the

Hospital Pharmacy and the source of funds for that purpose. Dr. Mirkin explai~ed to

the Medical Staff that in hi~ ~xperience almost all res~arch grant1 will provide

sufficient funds for the adm1n1strat1on of such drugs, 1f in fact, n application

includes such costs.

Mr. Westerman then provided an update of the Long Range Planning P ocess of the

Hospital and Health Sciences and the activities of the community r lating to

the current moratorium on construction and the attempt to reduce t e total bed

configuration within the Twin Cities areas. He noted that the Boa d of Governors

is intensively involved in this process as are a number of medical staff
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in the Hospital Planning Steering Committee which combines Medical ~taff and AdministrativE
I

representation. He invited the Medical Staff to continue to imput lin relationship
!

to specific issues which should be discussed during this process asl well as
I

providing additional background and support information for a contipuance of the

mission and long range planning process which the Hospitals is PUrS~ing.
I

Finally, Dr. Varco provided an update to the Medical Staff of the M~lPractice

discussions which has continued for the past 18 months. In essencel he noted that
I

it seems likely that an endorsement can be added to the St. Paul

policies which would include the Regents at a nominal cost to the M dical Staff.

This would seem to answer most of the concerns expressed not only b the Medical

Staff but by the University in relationship both to the cost of, an~ adequacy of,

the coverage which currently exists among the Medical Staff. I

IMedical Staff/Hospital Council Report I

Dr. Winchell then provided the Committee with a summary of the Medi~al Staff/Hospital

Council meeting which had been held earlier that day. He noted thar many of the

items discussed at the Semi-Annual Medical Staff meeting 'had I

been pursed by the Council that morning. In addition the Council I

had reviewed several policies relating to the Out-Patient Departmenf and the Medical

Risk Management group, had reviewed pending continuing education uirements of the

State Medical Society, had reviewed the New Program Budgeting Proce s of the Hospitals

and had been asked for their imput of the potential new programs. a d had also heard

a report from the Bed Allocation Committee. In addition the Counci discussed the

establishment of a Cancer Coordinating Committee to fulfill the las requirement for

dical Staff/Hospitalrepresentation to the Board of Governors Committees. Finally the

an approved cancer program and had discussed the Medical Staff/Hosp" tal Councils

Council also reviewed the plan to close beds over the holiday perio and had discussed

the Joint Commission Report which resulted from the last Site Visitl.
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In relationship to the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospita s Report it was

noted that they had once again approved the Hospital for a 1 year p riod in light of

the physical plant deficiencies which exist within the institution. It was noted

that such an outcome was anticipated and in fact that had been an a breviated site

visit of 1 day, with 1 inspector which had related to physical plan only.

In response to questions from the Committee, Mr. Dickler noted that under present

Joint Commission rules this was the last 1 year accreditation which would be

permitted and that the next site visit, which will probably take pI ce in the Fall of

1978, would be one when the physical deficiencies should be correcttd so that a

two year accreditation could be sought and received. Otherwise the Hospitals would

run the risk of potentially losing their accreditation. In respons to an inquiry

from Mr. Hanser it was noted that this would not mean automatic te ination of

icaid and other

of Federal dollars but would require an additional investigation the State

4C) Department of Health to maintain certification for the Medicare,

Federally related programs.

Further discussion in relationship to the Joint Commission report e sued and it was
I

~ I

noted that the Joint -Conference Committee and Board of Governors ar expected to

receive such a report and Mr. Hanser agreed to present the report a the Board of

Governors meeting the following day.

Dr. Goltz noted that Chiefs had met earlier that day in a business meeting to discuss

~ the Long Range Plan and New Program Budgets which had been presente earlier during the

course of this meeting. He noted that the Chiefs were very suppor ive of the process
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occur within

to clearly

t forward and

appropriate manner. He noted that the Chiefs continued to encoura e all participants

in the process to emphasize the uniqueness of University Hospitals

Staff and Hospital Committees were pursuing the process in

that was being pursued and felt that the Board of Governors as weI as the Medical

state the multitude of programs and other health care activities w

the complex.

Dr. Goltz then reported on the November 23rd meeting of the

I

Clinic~l Chiefs at which

time a number of committee reports had been received. Among these committee reports

were the Program Review Committee discussion relating to the Psychiatry and Heart

Transplant Programs. In essence, the Committee had not felt addit"onal positions for

the Child Psychiatry Liaision Program were appropriate at this time and had rejected

the request of that department. The Committee also reviewed and a

initiation of a heart transplant program with certain financial Ii itations to be

4EI pursued until such time as full financial payment could be assured lor outside funds

could be procured to cover the potential bad debts of this program. These recommendations

were approved the Council of Chiefs of Clinical Services.

The Chiefs also heard a report from the Patient Care Committee whi dealt primarily

with the concept of encouraging and promoting in-patient admissions by clinical faculty.

It was noted that the initiation of such programs was currently pe itted within the

j

i

I
,
t
I

I
j

Bylaws of the Medical Staff and that the Hospital had approximatel 130 clinical faculty

with privileges at the present time. The program the Chiefs were iscussing was really

a conceptual shift of the role of such clinical faculty from working primarily within

the Outpatient Department to having an active role as attending an admitting physicians

within the institution. The Chiefs supported this concept especially in relationship

to the Departments of Pediatrics Neo-natal Program and Obstetrics rograms which were

the primary sectors interested in pursuing such an endeavor at the present time.
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Finally the Chiefs also pursued the Bed Allocation activities withtn the institution

which had been discussed in the context of the Medical Staff/HosPi~al Council report

and preliminary plans for developing a system of credentialling al~ied health personnel
I

within the institution who are the employees of physicians. No ac ion items in

relationship to either of these areas was taken by the Council of hiefs.

VI. Other
I

Mr. Hanser reported to the Committee the meeting he had attended, Jith Mr. Jones,

at the Minnekada Club earlier that day which brought together repr sentatives of

Board of Governors and Administrations of all Hospitals in West-Metro.

Mr. Hanser stated that the purpose of this meeting was in response to the Citizens

League Report which noted that Boards of Trustees rarely met together and that

coordination within the health care system was being detrimentally ffected by the

absence of such communication mechanisms. The representatives of arill the organizations

discussed what role they might play in developing some type of mech nism for either

communication or decision making among the Hospitals.
i
I

Mr. Hanser reported that there was considerable confusion within Committee "and

that because of recent discussions relating to the closing of beds here seems to be

a reluctance to share with other institutions the specific concerns which each

institution has at the present time. Considerable discussion ensue within that

forum and no firm conclusions were reached. An additional meeting s planned in

approximately one months time and all individuals present were aSket to provide

to the Administrator of Hennepin County a list of roles they felt s ch a group might

fulfill and any concerns they felt the group might address.

There being no further business before the Joint Conference Committ it adjourned at

approximately 7:45 p.m.

Re~Sm~W~Vtn
Robert M. Dickler . -. --1

I



Minutes
Joint Conference Committee

University of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics
November 15, 1977

Present: Al Hanser, Chairman
Dionisa Coates
John Delaney, M.D.
Orville Evenson
Mary Lebedoff
John Najarian, M.D.
Paul Winchell, M.D.

Absent:

Staff:

Joseph Buckley, M.D.
Richard Ebert, M.D.
Eugene Gedgaudas, M.D.
Jo-Anne Lutz
Al Michael, M.D.
Sally Pillsbury
John Westerman

Robert Dickler
John Diehl
Johnelle Foley

Guests: Carol Brauer
David Hurd, M. •
Sue Jensen
Ed Kaplan, M.D.
Mike McKee
Kim Werner

The meeting of the Joint Conference Committee of the Board of Gove ors was called to

order by Albert Hanser, Chairman, on the Terrace of the Campus Clu , Coffman Memorial

Union. The minutes of the last meeting were received by the Commi

411 I. Quality Assurance Committee Report

A. Tonsillectomy and Adenoidectomy Audit

Dr. Winchell reviewed with the Joint Conference Committe the status of

the Tonsillectomy and Adenoidectomy Audit which had orig nally been

presented to the Joint Conference Committee at their Sep ember meeting.

He noted that at that time the Medical Staff/Hospital Co ncil had a

concern relating to the adequacy of the Department of Ot laryngology's

response and on that basis.had not approved the audit.

Dr. Winchell distributed an abstract from the most recen Medical Staff/

Hospital Council meeting at which time the T&A audit had been discussed

with Dr. Paparella and Dr. DuVall. He noted that there as a great deal

of discussion relating to not only the adequacy of the d cumentation but

the type of documentation which was necessary. In essen e it was concluded

during the Medical Staff Hospital Council meeting that t
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and the Department of Otolaryngology were in concurrence that adequate

documentation was required although the exact nature of that documentatio~

had not been resolved either by the criteria for the'audit or subsequent

discussion.

Dr. Winchell recommended that the audit at this time be approved. He

noted that the Medical Staff/ Hospital Council in their review had moved

and approved the audit on the basis that the Department of Otolaryngology's

response verbally and in writing. Mr. Hanser expressed concern tha~ the

Department of Otolaryngology recognized the deficits as reflected in the

audit and that they be corrected in the forthcoming months. Dr. Winchell

stated that while he felt that the Department would make this effort he

could in no way assure it and that the only way to test it would be through

the audit process. Dr. Winchell therefore moved for approval of the audit

and it was seconded by Mr. Evenson. The motion to approve the audit was

modified by an amendment to require a re-audit of Tonsillectomies and

Adenoidectomies in approximately one year. This amendment was accepted

and after further discussion the motion was approved unanimously by the

Committee.

B. Pediatric Meningitis Audit

Dr. Kaplan, on behalf of the Quality Assurance Committee, presented the

Pediatric Meningitis Audit which had been approved at the most recent

Medical Staff/Hospital Council meeting.

Dr. Kaplan noted that this was an areawide audit that had as its objectives

to assess the appropriateness of surgical intervention in patients who had

Tonsillectomies and/or Adenoidectomies at the University of Minnesota

Hospitals. For this audit there were 11 patients audited who met the ~

specifications laid down by the areawide audit ~riteria during the audit
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period of October 1, 1975 through September 30, 1976. . Kaplan noted

that the real question which an audit of this type must ddress is how

quickly can the institution adequately respond to the di ease process

under investigation.

•

Dr. Kaplan noted that this audit clearly reflected the u ique nature of

University Hospitals. Of the 11 patients who were seen or meningitis,

8 had been referred by other institutions and had had in tial treatment

prior to their transfer. Since meningitis is a bacteria infection which

affects the lining of the brain and spinal cord most pat ents had had

antibiotic programs begun prior to their transfer which ade the ability

to identify the exact agent causing the meningitis more ifficult for the

laboratories due to the impact of those antibiotics. He therefore noted

that while in some cases it did not seem the laboratory as adequately

responding to the requirements of these patient~ this wa in fact a

reflection of the difficulty of identifying the appropri te bacteria

because of this prior treatment rather than an ongoingne s or inappropriate

response from the Department of Laboratory Medicine.

In response to a question from Ms. Lebedoff as to why th criteria

included patients up to 19 years of age, Dr. Kaplan note that those

were the Foundation for Health Care Evaluation's criteri and that this

Thisa common complication of meningitis is of neurological

Hospital would not have selected that upper age limit. e also noted that

below the age of 2 months meningitis itself in a differ

and is therefore not included in an audit such as this. Dr. Kaplan also

noted that the Audit Committee took exception with the undation's criteria

which required a normal neurological examination prior disGharge since

concern has been expressed to the Foundation for Health are Evaluation

along with a recommendation that the University HOSPitalt audit results
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not be included in the areawide results due to the unique nature of

these patients. Dr. Kaplan also noted that while only 11 patients ~

were included in the final audit results this was the largest sample

within the metropolitan area.

The Committee was then asked to review the significant findings and

to note any questions they might have for Dr. Kaplan. In response

to a question relating to laboratory test, Dr. Kaplan noted that only

one lab test was found to be inappropriately done within a time frame

and it was unclear to the Committee whether this was a matter of

documentation or actual delays in performance of the test. He also

noted that only one laboratory test within this entire audit reflected

a high degree of compliance with the required protocol for the treatment

of meningitis.

There being no further questions in relationship to this audit, Dr. Winch~
moved that it be approved and it was seconded by Mr. Evenson. After some

further discussion it was unanimously approved by the Joint Conference

Committee.

II. Revised Disaster Compliance Plan

Dr. David Hurd, Chairman of the Disaster Committee, presented the Revised

Disast~r Compliance Plan. Dr. Hurd noted that this was a revision of the

compliance plan which the Joint Conference Committee had reviewed and approved

several months previously but which the Medical Staff/Hospital Council expressed

concern about in relationship to specific details. It was noted for the

Committee that the revisions included clarification of a number of aspects

of the plan, the reduction of drills from three to two full drills a year,

delineation more specifically of personnel obligations, and clarifications ~

of communications in drills.
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In'response to a question, Dr. Hurd noted that some aspects f the original

plan had been deleted totally including the paragraph dealin with the prior

notification of the drill to assure greater simulation of a natural

disaster during a drill.

Mr.·Hanser inquired as to the status of surgery's response

problems which had been encountered during the last drill.

regards to the

r. Winchell noted

for the Committee that the Department of Surgery had respond d to his inquiry

by noting that Dr. Howard was assuming the responsibility fo co-ordination

of Surgery's role within a disaster drill and that they were presently working

on a plan to prevent response problems. Dr. Najarian inqui ed as to the

specific problems which had been encountered in the previous drill and it was

noted that these were not available but would be forwarded

his office as soon as possible by Mr. McKee. Dr. Najarian n ted that he

was unaware that the problem had been as severe as the Commi tee seemed to

feel it was and noted that this was the first time in drills that

I

Surgery's response had been classified as inadequate. It waf also noted that
I '.

the drill had occurred on June 28th which is the period of tOme when house~staff

were turning over and since the residents were required to r spond initially

one would assume that this contributed in the large part to he inadequacy

of the response.

It was noted by the Joint Conference Committee that it would seem advisable

in future disaster drills to distribute a copy of the critiq e to all involved

departments so that they would have the exact concerns relatOng to various

departments response available for corrective action. some further

discussion it was moved by Ms. Lebedoff and seconded by Dr. ajarian that

the Revised Disaster Compliance Plan be accepted by the Join Conference

Committee. The Committee unanimously approved this motion. I
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III. Medical Staff/Hospital Council Report

Dr. Winchell noted that the Medical Staff/Hospital Council had essentially

discussed the first two items which the Committee had already reviewed.

In response to a question he noted that the problem in credentialing is

related to continuing education and should be resolved by the State Medical

Association requirement that continuing education be updated every three

years by all physicians seeking licensure within the State. It was also

noted by several members of the Committee that in the future it might be

advisable not only to communicate through the departmental chairmen but to

each individual physician the requirement for continuing education documentation.

While Dr. Winchell agreed with this conceptually he noted that it continued

to be the Clinical Chiefs responsibility for assurance of compliance by the

members of their department.

Dr. Winchell also noted that the Bylaws Committee of the Medical Staff/ .~

Hospital Council did need revision in terms of selection of both a new

chairman and expansion of membership. It was the problem of chairmenships

seem to be resolved by the willingness of Dr. Russell Lucas to assume their

responsibility in the coming months. Dr. Winchell also noted that he and

Dr. Najarian had recommended that Dr. Paul Quie replace Dr. Donald Hastings

on the Board of Governors and had forwarded that recommendation to Mr. David

Cost. Chairman of the Nomina~ing Committee.

IV. Council of Chiefs of Clinical Services Report

Dr. Najarian, reporting for the Council of Chiefs of Clinical Services,

noted that the Chiefs were now meeting on a by-monthly basis and that that

meeting was scheduled for several weeks in the future. He did note that

the sub-committees of the Council had been very active and that the

Program Review Committee had recently met and discussed both heart transplants
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and additional requests by the Department of Psychiatry for staff support.

In response to questions he noted that the discussion of Pr gram Review

Committee reflected that heart transplants had reached the tage where

;-~' they did seem to have medical efficacy and could be conside ed an
. "

appropriate service program for an institution of this magn·tude. He

also noted that it had already been reviewed and

Human Subjects Research Committee and by various other

was the Program Review·Committee's recommendation that the

transplant program be approved with certain financial and··c

limitations. This recommendation will be presented at the

Council of Chiefs meeting.

the

s. It

Dr. Najarian also noted that there was extensive discussion occuring

in relationship to potential faculty unionization and the HaIth Sciences

being treated as a separate unit during that process. He n ted that

there was some disagreement between the faculties in Nursin and the

Medical School in relationship to the desirability of union zation

and some discussion had been held to enhance communication etween

those two faculties. In response to a question it wa? note that this

unionization issue was for the faculty of the School of Nur ing and not

for Nursing Services Department of the Hospital.

v. Other

Mr. Dickler noted for the Committee that census during Octo er had,

for the first time this year, been above the previous year' census.

He also noted, however, that the census for November so far is somewhat

behind last year's level.

Mr. Dickler also noted for the Committee that contract with AFSCME

Local 1164· had been completed several weeks ago and ·signed. The
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Teamsters had not appealed the final Court ruling and therefore no

election had been held. He also noted, however, that the Hospital

was now entering into negotiations with PEPOM (Professionally Employeed

Pharmacist of Minnesota). This unit represents approximately 10 to 12

pharmacists and is not expected to have the difficulties encountered with

the AFSCME negotiations.

The Committee continued to have some discussion during the dinner relating

to how news media should be handled when known individuals are treated in the
Hospital.

VI. Adjournment

Mr. Evenson moved and it was seconded that the meeting be adjourned. This

was unanimously approved and the Committee adjourned at approximately

7:45 p.m.

RP;;;;¥~~~
Robert M. Dickler ~
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Minutes
Joint Conference Committee

University of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics
October 18, 1977

Present: Al Hanser, Chairman
Richard Ebert, M.D.
Orville Evenson
Robert Goltz, M.D. (representing Dr. Najarian)
Mary Lebedoff
Sally Pillsbury
Paul Winchell, M.D.

I
I
1

i

Absent:

Staff:

Guests:

John Delaney, M.D.
Eugene Gedgaudas, M.D.
Jo-Anne Lutz
Al Michael, M. D.
John Najarian, M.D.
John Westerman

Robert Dickler
Ron Werft

Leon Adcock, M.D.
Neal Gault, M.D.
Sue Jensen

The meeting of the Joint Conference Committee of the Board of Governors was called

to order by Albert Hanser, Chairman at 6:20 p.m., in the East Wing of the Campus

Club. The minutes of the last meeting were received by the Commit ee.

I. Medical School - Dean Neal Gault

Dr. Gault presented a report of the organization, curriculum and records

of the Medical School at the University of Minnesota. He explaine that there are

three committees elected by the executive faculty: Admissions, Edu ational Policy,

of depart-

and the Student Scholastic Standing and Promotion. Dr. Gault also stated that there

are twenty-four departments, and there are administrative boards c

ment heads, representatives of affiliated hospitals, deans, and me bers of the faculty

advisory council.

Dr. Gault noted that a curriculum change had occured in 1969. He escribed the goals

of the School as maintaining flexibility in education. For exampl , the three year
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program became a privilege. The specific goals were described as:

To view student as a learner: goals is to seek to respond to

individual motivation,

Relevance: early clinical experience with basic science correlation

through interdisciplinary teaching,

Improve communication - student - advisor system established

Preparation for future medical practice,

Humanism in medical practice: Behavorial Sciences offered as part of

curriculum.

Dr. Gault then described features of the curriculum which are designed to obtain

these objectives. Some of these included small groups of student learners, numerous

elective courses, a learning resource center, student involvement in planning, ~

feedback, and evaluation, six alternative pathways in Phase 0, optional three-year

programs, optional 12 month rural physician associate programs, and behavioral

science courses.

Dr. Gault explained that the University has 1048 students in total. 84 students are

at the Duluth campus in a two year program prior to transfer, and 161 are at the

Mayo Clinic. He noted that the individual class size has grown from 135 to 239 in the

past twenty years. It was noted that 51% or 888 of the applications to the Medical

School are from Minnesota residents, and the class is composed of 224 Minnesota residents

and 15 non-residents. Dr. Gault pointed out that of the 889 applications, 340 were

accepted at some schools and 101 declined or withdrew.

Dr. Gault expl?in~d that the admissions committee did not select on the basis of

grades alone and that 36% had a grade point average of 3.6 or above, 47% had a 3.1 - 3.5~

13% had a 2.6 - 3.0 and 3% had less than a 2.6 with 4.0 being a perfect A average.
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~ In addition to the 239, according to Dr. Gault, the University acc pts transfers

from Duluth for the 3rd year as students with advanced standing. ransfers also

come from North and South Dakota, although those from North Dakota return for

their fourth year. He stated that this system promotes increased roduction,

increased admission of female and minority students, and it assist other medical

schools in achieving their goals.

Dr. Gault pointed out that in 1966, 28% of the graduates remained n Minnesota and

in 1977, 58% are expected to remain. He attributed the fact that innesota ranks

first in keeping its graduates to the quality of life in Minnesota the attractive-

ness of medicine in Minnesota with the Mayo Clinic and the Univers'ty, and the

national reputation of good teaching insitutions. The University f Minnesota,

he noted, ranks ninth in total living graduates, third in total gr duates in familY

practice or general practice, seventeenth in total graduates in pr'mary care, and

twelfth in the number of faculty M.D, graduates.

Ms. Lebedoff asked if the student retains the same faculty advisor through the term.

Dr. Gault explained that the student does but there is flexibility in changing

advisors. Ms. Pillsbury expressed her concern about the public's wareness of the

role of the public teaching hospital. She explained that the Boar of Governors is

currently examining its mission, and she queried as to how to make decisions regarding

teaching programs, cost, and the other current issues. He stated that he views education

1S a public concern, and noted that patients do not generally mind helping here,

particularly if they are educated in the process.

that

effort through-

Hospitals than

Mr. Dickler explained that there is an issue of spreading the teac

to absorb the University's student load is very questionable. It

there are more ramifications of moving one service out of Universi

out the community. Dr, Gault and M~. Dickler reported that the co unity's capacity
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meet the eye. The integrity of other service components declines by removing.

one service.

Mr. Hanser thanked Dr. Gault for his presentation and noted that it was the best

and most thorough the Joint Conference Committee has received to date.

II. Quality Assurance Committee Report

Dr. Winchell noted that the response to the T&A audit was inadequate and that it

was being followed up.

Sue Jensen presented the medical audit on Hysterectomies. She explained that this was

an areawide audit to be conducted in concert with the Foundation for Health Care

Evaluation. She then noted three objectives developed by the Foundation: (1) to

determine why hysterctomies are being done, (2) to determine the rate of elective

hysterectomies, and (3) to review and evaluate patient complications for those

patients without "positive pelvic pathology". It was noted that 50 of the 142 ~

patients who had hysterectomies were audited for the time period of November, 1975

to October, 1976.

Dr. Adcock presented explanations of the significant findings. One significant

finding was that cancellation of surgery extended pre-operative stays in four cases.

Dr. Adcock explained that there seems to be a problem in scheduling with Nurse

Anesthetists. Mr. Dickler explained that the Operating Room NA's were not the sole

cause of this problem. He also explained that the opening of the three B/C operating

rooms may provide some relief.

Another finding concerned the loss of blood due to hemorrhaging. In this discussion,

Dr. Winchell pointed out that a problem with areawide hospital audits is that the

University does not compare with community hospitals. Dr. Ebert explained that

comparing the community hospital elective hysterectomy with the University's advanced ~

cancer hysLectomy was not judicious.
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~ It was noted that the response to this audit had been submitted a d approved, and

it was viewed as a model response.

Mr. Hanser moved for acceptance of the Hysterectomy Audit. The m tion was seconded

and passed.

III. Disaster Drill

Dr. Winchell reported that the Complaince Plan was reviewed by th Medical Staff/

Hospital Council. The plan was discussed with Dr. Hurd and he wi I review the

amended version.

IV. Medical Staff/Hospital Council

Dr. Winchell reported that there had been recent concerns in the ed Allocation

Committee regarding the impact of Utilization Review on the patie t-day decline.

He also noted that a meeting was planned between Bed Allocation a d Utilization

Review to further discuss what action could be taken.

V. Council of Clinical Chiefs

Dr. Goltz reported that he had written a letter to Vice President ' Don Brown,

and Lyle French in regards to the progress of the motel/hotel fac lity. The response

to that letter was an assurance that the project is moving along ell.

Dr. Goltz then explained that the growth of HMO's and the role th t the University's

staff plays may directly impact the patient population. He repor ed that the Hennepin

County Medical Society has an HMO and that University staff membe s had applied

for participation, but were excluded on the basis that the costs t University Hospital

I

I
l~
~ ~

1

I

are excessive and that some staff members are not members of the ociety.

Dr. Goltz then reported that a St. Paul Court had ordered three separate bargaining

units for the University, but the University may prefer a single argaining unit. The

option of appealing this to the Supreme Court exists. Dr. Goltz eported that the
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real issue is one of who is in the Health Sciences is to be represented as part of

the bargaining unit.

VI. Labor Negotiations

Mr. Dickler reported that the Bureau of Mediation had disallowed the Teamsters

petition. He then informed the Committee that AFSMCE has threatened to sue the

University unless there is an immediate signature. Also, the approval of the contract

requires the Board of Regents signature before actually becoming effective.

There being no further businesss, the meeting was adjourned at 8:30 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
/~"

.l )

I,\"' '{I / ..
'\..~ ~ ~ '-.-"

Ron Werft
Administrative Resident



Minutes
Joint Conference Committee

University of Minnesota Hospitals &Clinics
September 20, 1977

Present: Al Hanser, Chairman
Joseph Buckley, M.D.
Dionisa Coates
Richard Ebert, M.D.
Orville Evenson
Mary Lebedoff
Sally Pillsbury

Absent: 'John Delaney, M.D.
Eugene Gedgaudas, M.D.
Jo-Anne Lutz
Al Michael, M.D.
John Najarian, M.D.
John Westerman
Paul Winchell, M.D.

Staff: Robert Dickler
John Diehl
Johnelle Foley

Guests: Carol Brauer
Scott Giebink, M.D.
Greg Hart
Seymour Levitt, M.D. (for Dr. Najarian)
Russell Lucas, M.D. (for Dr. Winchell)
Michael Mc Kee

The meeting of the Joint Conference Committee of the Board of Go ernors was called

order by Albert Hanser, Chairman at 6:15 p.m., in the East Wing f the Campus Club.

The minutes of the last meeting were received by the Committee.

I. Credentials Committee Report

In Dr. Winchell's absence, Dr. Russell Lucas presented the Crede tials Committee

report. He briefly reviewed the list of individuals seeking app intment to University

Hospitals' Medical Staff. It was noted that there were more app ications to and

resignations from the Medical Staff at this time of year because it is the beginning

of the academic year.

Dr. Lucas next referred the Committee to the list of recommended reappointments to
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the Medical Staff. He pointed out that these members had gone before the Hearing

Committee and had presented their required documentation of continuing education.

Dr. Lucas suggested that the reason for lack of documentation from Pediatrics and

Dentistry could have been inadequate communication of the requirement from the

head offices of these departments. However, having successfully participated in

the hearing process, the Credentials Committee and Medical Staff/Hospital Council

were recommending the reinstatement of these individuals to the Medical Staff. It

was also noted that five persons had chosen not to submit their continuing education

documentation, nor to seek reappointment. These individuals therefore, have been

dropped from the Medical Staff but are free to seek appointments again at any time.

Dr. Lucas also noted that the Hearing Committee Report was attached to the Credentials

Committee Report and made reference to Dr. Francis Wrights' amendments to his application.

Dr. Lucas then moved that the Joint Conference Committee accept, as had the Medical

Staff/Hospital Council, the Credentials Committee report of recommendations for

new appointments and re-applications to the Medical Staff. Mrs. Lebedoff seconded

the motion and it was passed.

II. Quality Assurance Committee Report

Dr. Scott Giebink, of Pediatrics presented the medical audit on Tonsillectomies and

Adenoidectomies. He explained that this audit was conducted at the Medical Staff's

request to determine how well justified T&A's are and to define current standards

of medical care for those procedures. He noted that a total of 60 adult and pediatric

cases (Tonsillectomy, Adenoidectomy, or both) were reviewed covering a one year time

period. He referred the Committee to a comparison of University Hospitals' criteria for

justification for T&A's to JCAH and the American Academy of Pediatrics' criteria,

stating that University Hospitals was more definitive.
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In reviewing the actual practice summary, Dr. Giebink pointed ou that there were

a number of unjustified variations in the cases reviewed. Some f these were due

to inadequate documentation of patients' histories, their presen conditions or

tendencies, and inadequate documentation of care giver instructi ns and improper

instructions. Generally the recommendations of the audit called for clearer

documentation of the need for T&A's. A compilation of specific hysicians who

had performed unjustified procedures was also reviewed.

The Committee then discussed the medical controversey which surr unds the T&A procedures

The appTopriateness of surgical intervention in these cases is w dely disputed.

Dr. Giebink then reported that Dr. Moller, Interim Head rics had responded

.f~,..,
.• i

to the audit and had described his follOW-Up actions to the audi s recommendations.

Dr. Giebink referred the Committee to the attached correspondenc~ and explained that,

to this point, the Quality Assurance Committee had not received ~ sufficient response

from Otolaryngology and were awaiting word from Dr. Duvall, who ~s to respond to the
I

audit at Dr. Paparella's request. For this reason, the Medical ~taff/Hospital Council
I
I

had determined not to accept the audit pending further informati n from the Department

of Otolaryngology. Ms. Carol Brauer, Patient Care Audit Assist t, commented that

this response should be coming soon. The Committee agreed with hairman Hanser's

suggestion that the Joint Conference Committee also hold approv I of the T&A audit

pending the receipt of a complete and appropriate response and ecommendations from the
Medical Staff/Hospital Council.

III. University Hospitals Press Policy

Ms. Susan Stuart-Otto, Director of Public Relations for Univers'ty Hospitals, began

her presentation by commenting on the historical development of news services for the

Health Sciences and University Hospitals. She explained that i 1969, the University

News Service assigned a reporter to the Health Sciences to work in three areas:

patient condition reports, the development of news stories, and assisting outside media

with news stories. In 1972, the University Hospitals' Public R lations Office was
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formed to produce publications, provide publicity for events, organize events, conduct

tours and ~sist in special projects. All these responsibilities referred to Hospitals'
/

activities or related areas. She noted that there are no defined lines between her

department's functions and those of the University News Service, but that a good

relationship has developed between the two offices over the years. She added that

the University News Service has the final determination over information to be

disseminated.

Ms. Stuart-Otto also commented on the unique needs and responsibilities of University

Hospitals' in term of its patients and the dissemination of information regarding

them. She referred to the need to respect patients wishes and demonstrate sensitivity

for their situations. She noted that she was given the opportunity to exercise total

responsibility for the handling of media for the hospitalization of Senator Humphrey.

She suggested that this opportunity was perhaps advantageous in setting precedent for

a manner in which lines could be clarified for the handling of patient information

in the future. Mr. Dickler suggested that this could be worked out with the University

News Service.

Ms. Stuart-Otto stated that the press policy for University Hospitals specifies that

no information will be given out regarding a patient unless it is a matter of public

record (death certificate) or unless written consent has been received from the

patient or the next of kin. Ms. Stuart-Otto reported that this policy was strictly

adhered to in the case of Senator Humphrey and added that all releases had his

approval as well as that of his press secretary in Washington. She also stated

that Senator Humphrey, his family, and his staff were most pleased with the way in

which all Hospitals' personnel responded to his hospitalization. She said that he

has personally written many thank you notes and commented on what a thoughtful and

remarkable man he is. Mr. Dickler commended Ms. Stuart-Otto on her handling of the

situation and Ms. Lebedoff praised her for the sensitivity she has shown.

"
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Ms. Stuart-Otto commented that many were involved in assisting h r. Chairman Hanser

thanked her for her fine efforts and her interesting presentatio .

IV. Medical Staff/Hospital Council Report

Again. for Dr. Winchell. Dr. Lucas reported on the Medical Staff Hospital Council

meeting. He noted that the Council also heard the Credentials C mmittee report and

the medical audit as well as other sub-committee reports.

discussion of Emergenc~Room staffing plans which involved

ER University Hospitals should have. He stated that this

orted that there was

ration of the type of

will be discussed

further with a recommendation forthcoming at sometime in the fut reo Mr. Dickler

commented that the designation of Emergency Room services has fo a

long time been an issue of considerable concern in the community.

Dr. Lucas went on to report that the Council approved a process ~or the handling
I

of patients who are transferred between stations using integrate and non-integrated

charting techniques. Also the Council approved a revised policy statement on Hepatitis

.~hichjnvolves a system to monitor and protect employees who wor in areas where the

risk of Hepatitis is high. as in renal and bone marrow transplan Finally.

Mr. Westerman reported to the Council and Dr. Buckley delivered he Disaster Drill

report.

V. Council of Clinical Chiefs Report

Dr. Seymour Le itt presented the Chiefs' report in Dr. Najarian' absence.

He noted that the Patient Care Committee is studying admission d discharge procedures

of the Professional

s. There was no

some progress in

and will be coming forth with a report. The Program Review Comm"ttee is considering

Reimbursement Committeee, Mr. Diehl reported that there has

a request by the Department of Psychiatry for additional

determination of liability for cost of malpractice insurance cov rage by the University

report from the Ambulatory Care Management Committee and in

visa-a-versa the medical staff.
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Dr. Levitt also noted that Mr. Westerman and Mr. Baker discussed long range planning

for University Hospitals and the Health Sciences. The proposed motel unit was also

considered. Mr. Jones announced that there would be a one-day JCAH site visit on September

21, and it was announced that Dr. Levitt will replace Dr. Kottke on the Finance

Committee of the Board. Dr. Levitt also brought up the Bed Allocation Committee

recommendation that present methods of utilization review be studied by the Chief and

Medical Staff/Hospital Council. Some members of the staff feel that the present system is

rigid, cumbersome and does not take into account the special needs of the elderly and other

patients who may find meeting their medical needs on an ambulatory basis difficult

even though on paper they do not fulfill the requirements for admissions according to

present regulations. It was also mentioned that the residency review body of the

Council of Medical Education of the AMA will be reviewing certain residency programs

on September 19th.

VI. Disaster Drill Report

Dr. Buckley reported that at 8:30 p.m., on Tuesday, June 28,1977, there was a

disaster drill. The simulated disaster involved an explosion in the Chemistry

Building with approximately 35 casualties arriving almost immediately. He commented

that with each drill there is evidence of value in the exercise, as there is steady

improvement and smoothing out of the processes. He noted that there were some

difficulties in triaging but attributed this to the fact that it was the first

week that the new house staff was on board. Dr. Buckley also identified a problem

in poor response from the Surgery Department. The Committee discussed this matter

at some length, expressing their concern and desire that Dr. Najarian be made aware

of this situation.

In conjunction with the disaster drill, Mr. McKee presented a memorandum recommending

a structure and plan by which the Hospitals would meet optimal standards for emergency

preparedness according to the guidelines of the Joint Commission on Accreditation
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of Hospitals on external disaster drills. He reviewed with the Committee the points

of the plan covering number of drills, participation, scope of ests and communication

drills.

Chairman Hanser suggested that the Joint Conference Committee a the findings of

the disaster drill and the recommendations of the disaster plan with the stipulation

that there is feedback to the Medical Staff/Hospital Council re arding steps to assure

appropriate response to drills by the Department of Surgery.

the motion was seconded by Ms. Pillsbury with one dissenting

VII. Union Contract Status

Lebedoff so moved.

from Mr. Evenson.

•..• r-

I. .~.,

Mr. Dickler reported that to date, there is no union contract. Settlement is pending

an appeal by the Teamsters to the Courts for an election. Esse tially, the situation

involves a battle for 'control between AFSCME and the Teamsters of the present

Hospitals bargaining unit. Mr. Dickler explained that there is t moderate amount

of tension among the employees and that Personnel is doing theirl best to keep employees

accurately informed of the current status of the situation. Of he 3000 employees,

740 are unionized and they are primarily located in nutrition, nvironmental services,

laboratories, nursing and maintenance. Mention was made that a strike would require, by

law, the firing of all employees involved and the setting up of a panel to determine

involvement. Mr. Dickler suggested that this occurance was unl"kely and that there will

probably be an election showing the two unions on the ballot an a choice of no

representation (i.e. Civil Service).

VIII. Other

Chairman Hanser pointed out that he was aware of an upward trend in census around the

community and asked if thi3 had occurred at University Hospitals recently. It was

pointed out that September has been a better month than July or ugust pspecially in

adult areas. The Committee discussed various possible explanati ns for this increased
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There being no further business, the Joint Conference Committee adjourned at 8:10 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

I.0.! J ;1,.
'-4l"-I'//~ J j 1/:/7 ,V/u-(.·c,
JOhnelle Foley
Secretary



Minutes
Joint Conference Committee

University of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics
August 23, 1977

Present: Al Hanser, Chairman
Joseph Buckley, M.D.
Dionisa Coates
Orville Evenson
Eugene Gedgaudas,M.D.
Jo-Anne Lutz
Sally Pillsbury
Paul Winche 11

Absent: John Delaney, M.D.
Richard Ebert, M.D.
Mary Lebedoff
Al Michael, M.D.
John Najarian, M.D.
John Westerman

Staff: Johnelle Foley
John Diehl
Robert Dickler

Guests: Carol Brauer
Bev Dorsey
William Gentry, M.D.
Greg Hart
Michael McKee
Helen Ockenden
Dick Pierson
Pat Rigituso
Peggy Welch
Ron Werft

The meeting of the Joint Conference Committee of the Board of Gov rnors was called

to order by Albert Hanser, Chairman, at 6:30 p.m., in the East Wi g of the Campus

Club. The minutes of the last meeting were received by the Commi tee.

I. Quality Assurance Committee Audit Report

Dr. William Gentry presented the Acne Out-patient Medical Audit t the Committee.

He noted that the audit was conducted to assess the quality of ca e delivered to these

patients and to determine the feasibility of conducting an outcom audit on out-patients.

He explained that 50 patient cases were reviewed totaling 168 der atology clinic visits.

He pointed out that the majority of the patients were in an older age group
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which would indicate the more severe nature of their cases. Dr. Goltz reported

the findings of the audit which suggested inadequate documentation in various areas. ~

He noted the reason for this being the diverse groups who work with these patients

and the difficulties inherent in getting so many different individuals to record

consistently. The Committee was referred to Dr. Goltz's letter of response to the

audit which indicated that corrective instructional measures are being taken in this

record keeping matter. Dr. Winchell moved that the audit be approved. The motion was

seconded by Dr. Gedgaudas and passed.

Nursing Audits

A. Total Hip Replacement

Ms. Helen Ockenden, Head Nurse on Station 46, presented the first Nursing Audit.

She explained that both outcome and complication criteria were applied to the

33 patient cases studied. She indicated that insufficient documentation was

viewed as the major finding in this audit as well. Ms. Ockenden then explained

the various measures which have been taken to correct this problem such as, the

development of documentation guidelines, the creation of a documentation flow

sheet, the formulation of a patient education information folder, and the

establishment of a concurrent monitoring system. Ms. Lutz moved that the audit

be approved. The motion was seconded by Ms. Coates and passed.

B. Ambulatory Care-Primapara and Multipara

Ms. Peggy Welch, Head Nurse for the O/B Clinic presented this audit to the

Committee. She explained that this was a re-audit conducted two years after

the first audit to determine if documentation deficiences have improved and

if clinic progress notes are now properly filed in the charts. She noted that

essentially the same criteria was applied to this re-audit and that improvements

were found in both areas. Ms. Welch indicated various action steps which were

found in both areas. Ms. Welch indicated various action steps which were found
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to be necessary as a result of this audit most of which in olved more specificity

in documentation and the development of guidelines for nur ing critical manage

ment of complications. Mr. Evenson moved that the audit b approved.

Ms. Pillsbury seconded the motion and it was passed.

III. Credentials Committee Report

Dr. Winchell presented the August 4, 1977, report of the C edentials Committee.

He briefly reviewed the backgrounds and qualifications of ight physicians

applying for appointment to the Medical Staff. He noted t Dr. Robert Anderson

had inadvertently been ommitted from the list reviewed e Medical Staff/

Hospital Council and thus, would be coming through the appr val process again

next month. Dr. Winchell also pointed out those physicians who were seeking

changes in category, additional privileges, or resignation. Ms. Coates moved

that the Joint Conference Committee recommend to the Board f Governors the

approval of these appointments and changes in Medical Staff status. The motion

was seconded by Mr. Evenson and passed.

Dr. Winchell then referred the Committee to the portion of he Credentials

Committee report which dealt with re-appointments to the Me ical Staff. He

reminded the Committee that a large number of physicians we e given a one month

extension to meet the documentation of continuing education requirement for

re-appointment and that those individuals comprised this Ii t. Dr. Winchell

moved that these re-appointments be recommended for approva by the Board of

Governors. Dr. Buckley seconded the motion and it was pass

Next, Dr. Winchell referred the Committee to the last page f the Credentials

Committee report which listed those individuals not recomme ded for reappointment

because their documentation of continuing education had not been submitted. He

explained that certified letters have been sent to these ph sicians informing

them that they can request a hearing. He added that a hear'ng panel has been
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appointed and that hearing dates have been set. To this point, he indicated

that 17 hearings have been requested and 4 resignations have been submitted

from this group. The Committee then discussed possible causes for this ~

situation.

~t was suggested that inadequate communication of the requirement

from the Clinical Chief level might be the primary cuase. Dr. Winchell

suggested that proposed changes in licensure requirements may alleviate

this problem in the future if re-1icensure requires documentation

of continuing education. Mr. Diehl commented that the true letter of law

of the Bylaws was not adhered to and thus, caused the extension in time

of this process with the one month grace. He added that if documentation

is given to the hearing panel they will recommend re-appointment to the

Credentials Committee and on through the normal process. Also, he mentioned

that those who do choose to leave the Medical Staff because of this

situation, may re-app1y at a later date as a new appointment. It was

noted that this item required no action.

IV. Joint Commission Visit

Mr. Dick1er reminded the Committee that one year ago the JCAH and a one

man, one day site visit has been scheduled for September 21, 1977. He

explained that because the Life Safety Projects will not be completed

at that point, another one year accreditation will be awarded. He

noted however that total compliance in this area is scheduled for the

following year and a full two year accreditation should be granted at

that point.

V. Anesthesiology Clinical Chief Designation

Dr. Winchell referred the Committee to a memorandum prepared by

Dr. F. H. Van Bergen in which Dr. Van Bergen recommends the appointement
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of Dr. Joseph Buckley as the Chief of Clinical Service of esthesiology.

As noted in the memo, this request is permissable according to the

Medical Staff Bylaws. Dr. Winchell also pointed out that 0 . Van Bergen's

request regarding Dr. Buckley's appointment as Vice Chairma of the

Department is a Medical School matter. Dr. Winchell then m ved that

Dr. Buckley's appointment be approved and recommended on to the Board.

Mr. Evenson seconded the motion and it was passed. ley was

congratulated by the Committee and Mr. Dickler pointed out hat this

was the first time such a designation had been made.

VI. Medical Staff/Hospital Council Report

Dr. Winchell reported that essentially the Medical Staff/Ho pital Council

had reviewed those items covered at this meeting. He added that census

statistics were also reviewed.

noted

d possible

of stations

Mr. Dickler commented that there has been a decline in pati nt days

that this trend is beginning to impact on the Hospitals fin ncially

and tightening of position controls. The Committee

and that rebudgeting is being considered, as is the

since January as a result of shortened lengths of stays.

causes for this trend and the difficulties in determining i s duration.

VII. Council of Clinical Chiefs Report

It was pointed out that during the summer months, most Clin"cal Chief

activity has been occuring in sub-committees. For instance, it was noted

that the Program Review Committee considered requests Eor afditional

Psychiatry positions, that the Patient Care Committee has bben addressing

communications with referring physicians, and that other bubiness has

included patient flow on surgical services and the present bensus trends.



VIII. Other

A. Labor Relations

6 ..
. " -..

Mr. Dickler reported that there is presently a temporary injunction

against University Hospitals signing the AFSCME contract, placed

by the Teamsters who are demanding a union election. He commented

further on other complications of the situation but suggested that

University Hospitals' hands are essentially tied in terms of any

action which could be taken at this time.

B. Council of Clinical Sciences

Dr. Gedgaudas questioned the appropriateness of quarterly reports on

the involvements of the Council of Clinical Sciences which he chairs.

He pointed out the benefits of such reports in terms of Board

awareness of Medical School activities. The Committee concurred

that these reports would be of interest. Mr. Evenson commented that

he would be interested in learning about the Department of Family

Practice. It was suggested that Dr. Ciriacy could be brought in to

make a presentation on the Department.

IX. Adjournment

There being no further business, Mr. Evenson moved that the meeting be

adjourned at 8:10 p.m. The motion was seconded and passed.

Respectfully submitted,
./]. ......,

yt~f-C[C/ #-dt/~
Johnelle Foley
Secretary
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Present:

Absent:

Staff:

Guests

Minutes
Joint Conference Committee

University of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics
June 14, 1977

Al Hanser, Chairman
Joseph Buckley, M.D.
Orville Evenson
Jo-Anne Lutz
Al Michael, M.D.
Sally Pillsbury
John Westerman
Paul Winchell, M.D.

Dionisa Coates
John Delaney, M.D.
Richard Ebert, M.D.
Eugene Gedgaudas, M.D.
Mary Lebedoff
John Najarian, M.D.

Bob Dickler
John Diehl
Johnelle Foley

Robert Goltz (for Dr. Najarian)
Greg Hart
Sue Jensen
Mike McKee
Cindy Nugent
Dick Pierson

The meeting of the Joint Conference Committee of the Board of Governors

was called to order by Albert Hanser, Chairman, at 6:30 .m., in the

East Wing of the Campus Club. The minutes of the last meeting were

received by the Committee.

I. Quality Assurance Committee Report

Medical Audit

reviewing a special care unit.

was interdisciplinary in composition.

A. I

Ms. Cindy Nugent, Head Nurse on Station 33 presentedl ~he Intensive

Care Unit Audit. She explained that the audit was ~onducted at the

request of the Concurrent Review Committee as a firslt attempt at

She pointed out thaJ the audit team
!

She also explained that the
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audit was going to compare patients with renal failure treated

outside the unit to those treated in intensive care, but that the

complexities of such patients were found to make such a comparative

analysis impossible. She commented that she expected the audit

to demonstrate that the intensive care unit is over utilized

but that instead it proved that utilization has been appropriate.

She added that this audit proved to be the most time consuming,

taking four times longer because of the massive medical records

which had to be reviewed for these complex patients.

Ms. Nugent reported that 26 patients were studied totaling 30

admissions/transfers to the unit from October 1, 1975 to

September 30, 1976. She then reviewed with the Committee the

audit findings and recommendations. Recommendations included

the requirement that a statement of indication for admission to ~

and discharge from the lCU be clearly stated in the patient's

progress notes, that there be better documentation monitoring

plans, that congestive heart failure complications be eliminated

from the criteria set, that blood pressure checks be made every

2 hours instead of every hour,. and that consideration be given

to re-integrating physician and nurses notes on all ICU's.

The Committee then discussed the controversy which has taken place

among the Medical Staff regarding the pros and cons of integrated

charting. It was pointed out that many believe combined nurse and

physician notes would greatly facilitate the audit review process.

Dr. Goltz commented that the medical audit needs to mature from an

audit of paper work to an audit of patient care. Dr. Winchell pOint~

out that appropriate responses regarding the audit recommendations ..

were received from the Chief of the department and the Clinical
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Nursing Director. He suggested that they may wish

ICU some time after the new ICU Director has taken

Ms. Nugent commented on her feeling that there was

I

I d· h~o re-au It t e

~ver that area.
I

ore need for

patient and family education in this area. She als stated that

the greatest benefit of the audit would be the docu entation of

reason for admission into or transfer out of the un·t. Dr. Winchell

suggested that consideration might be given to requ·ring authorization

from the medical director of the unit for admission lor transfer.

Ms. Pillsbury moved that the Intensive Care Unit Au it be approved

by the Joint Conference Committee. Ms. Lutz second d the motion

and it was passed.

B. Patient Care Audit Program

Ms. Jensen presented the Committee with an outline

care audit program and policy which she stated was

I

~f the patient

Jrepared due to

requests for clarification of appropriate involveme ts and sequenc-

ing of the process. She reviewed with the Committe the reporting

and follow-up process for recommendations and the d fferent types

of follow-up procedures. She pointed out that the ocument requires

that a deadline be specified for all requests for r sponses and/or

action to assure the timely completion of audits. s. Jensen reported

that the patient care audit program and policy outl ne had been

approved by the Quality Assurance Committee and the Medical Staff/

Hospital Council.

Mr. Diehl pointed out that the sequencing of the au it process

includes a review by the Board of Governors, althou h quality

assurance legislation may consider such review a br ach of
I

confidentiality. He stated that the statute requir~s that

communication of the audit details not go outside tre Medical Staff
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and Administration. He noted that the Board of Governors may be

considered part of the administrative structure.

Ms. Lutz moved that the Patient Care Audit Program and Outline be

approved by the Committee. Mr. Evenson seconded the motion and it

was passed. The Committee was assured that the document will be

widely distributed.

II. Credentials Committee Report

Dr. Winchell presented the Credentials Committee report and recommend-

ations for reappointment to the Medical Staff of University Hospitals

for July 1, 1977 through June 30, 1978. He explained that this was the

first year that the Medical Staff was requested to conform to the

requirement of documentation of continuing medical education. He

pointed out that along with a list of those physicians recommended for

reappointment, there is a seperate list of all those who have not

submitted the required documentation. He stated that the Medical

Staff/Hospital Council had that morning approved the re-appointments

and voted to extend to one month (August 1) the deadline for submission

of continuing education information.

Dr. Winchell pointed out that the Credentials Committee report also

included changes in staff category, increase in privileges and resignat-

ions. He then reviewed the backgrounds \of the eight physicians which

the Credentials Committee recommended for appointment to the Medical

Staff. Ms. Pillsbury inquired as to whether any of the

OB/GYN appointments would be concentrating on Obstetrics. Dr. Winchell

stated that this would be impossible to kno~. It was also pointed otit that

there was an increase in physicians seeking additional privileges in ~

cardiac transplants. -He pointed out that this was in anticipation of the
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development of a cardiac transplant program if approved

Program Review Committee of the Clinical Chiefs.

the

Dr. Goltz commented that one could see that the largest departments

had the greatest difficulty in fUlfilling the continuing education

documentation requirement. He explained that investigation is taking

place into the possibility of computerizing this process and possibly

making it a uniform process for all area hospitals. He oved that

the Credentials Committee report be approved as presented. Ms. Pillsbury

seconded the motion. It was voted upon and passed.

III. Medical Staff/Hospital Council Election Results

Chairman Hanser reported that Dr. Winchell has been ele ted to another

two year term as the Chief of Staff. He also reported that Dr. Russell

Lucas was elected to a three year term as Vice Chief of Staff. Chair-
I

man Hanser moved for approval of these election results. Dr. Michael

seconded the motion and it was passed. Congratulations were offered

by the Committee to Dr. Winchell.

IV. Appointment of Medical Staff/Hos ital Council Committee Chairman

Dr. Winchell referred the Committee to a list of Medica Staff/

Hospital Council sub-committee chairmen for July 1, 197 to June 30,

1978. He pointed out those committees were there has b en a change

in chairmanship and explained that those physicians hav already been

approached and have accepted their positions if approve4. Dr. Winchell
I

moved that the chairmen be approved. Ms. Pillsbury sec nded the

motion and it was passed.
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v. Council of Clinical Chiefs Report

In Dr. Najarian's absence, Dr. Robert Goltz reported on current

Clinical Chief activities. Dr. Goltz stated that a major issue

before the Clinical Chiefs is that of developing a case for how

space vacated in the Mayo Building by moves to Unit B/C can best

be utilized. He explained that a task force has been formed by

the Hospitals Planning Committee to examine this issue in detail.

He added that Laboratory and Radiology space needs are definitely

the greatest and will be studied by the task force. He pointed out

that in a sense this is a Health Sciences issue, as any vacated

space reverts back to the University where proof of need must be

presented. He added that the task force expects to have a report

in approximately one month. It was mentioned that Unit B/C will

house out-patient Laboratory and Radiology facilities which will

improve these services for patients.

Dr. Goltz also noted that Mr. Diehl had raised a concern with the

Chiefs regarding a change in reimbursement for Medical Assistance

patients. Mr. Diehl explained that the Welfare Department has

stated that they will not pay Hennepin County for patients at

University Hospitals. Rather, such indigent patients will be expected

to be processed through the County Papers Program. Mr. Diehl pointed

out that this program does not have sufficient funds to support so

many patients and further, such action restricts freedom of choice

and access to health care. He commented that physicians will be most

affected by this action and noted its seriousness in terms of the

Welfare Department developing strategy against University Hospitals.
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He explained that efforts will be made to point out th9 inappropriate-

ness of this decision and that if no agreement is reac~ed, legal
I

remedy will be sought.

VI. Other

Mr. Dickler reported that University Hospitals' has been picketed

by the union and that contract negotiations have not p ogresed well.

He stated that mediation on the contract will begin on Thursday.
I

Also, Mr. Dickler stated that the Teamsters have begun la decertificat-

ion re-election campaign within the Hospitals. He commlented that

he was not sure how AFSCME viewed this action and explained that it

might speed negotiations up because there can be another union election

if there is no contract in existence. He mentioned that man~gements

posture in this situation is to allow employees freedoml of choice.

Mr. Dickler next reported that corrective measures in t e pay structure

for kidney dialysis ~taff on restricted and unrestricte call has led

to a grievance by the techs which was denied. He state

that the staff may attempt to make this a political iss e and added

that Board members may possibly be approached concernin their demands.

He commented that the staff is calling this situation ~ morality
I

issue because they will be receiving less money than before, but
I

Mr. Dickler added that the Hospitals' action is appropr ate and

efforts continue to resolve their concerns

Chairman Hanser reminded the Committee that there will e no Board

meeting but that the Joint Conference Committee will st 11 have its
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meeting on July 19. He also stated that because of the Board retreat

in August, the Joint Conference Committee meeting will be moved to

August 23 as a more convenient date.

There being no further business, Mr. Evenson moved that the Joint

Conference Committee adjourn at 7:45 p.m. Ms. Lutz seconded the

motion and it was passed.

Respectfully submitted,

aL~~~
J~~ley
Secretary
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Minutes
Joint Conference Committee

university of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics
May 17, 1977

Albert Hanser, Chairman
Joseph Buckley, M.D.
Dionisa Coates
Orvi11e Evenson
Mary Lebedoff
Jo-Anne Lutz
Sally Pillsbury
John Westerman
Paul Winchell, M.D.

John Delaney, M.D.
Richard Ebert, M.D.
Eugene Gedgaudas, M.D.
Al Michael, M.D.
John Najarian, M.D.

Robert Dickler
John Diehl
Johnelle Foley

Robert Baker
Greg Hart
Sue Jensen
Michael McKee

The meeting of the Joint Conference Committee of the Board of Governo s was called to

order by Albert Hanser, Chairman, at 6:30 p.m., in the East Wing of t e Campus Club.

The minutes of the last meeting were received by the Committee.

I. Medical Audit Presentation

Ms. Sue Jensen, Co-ordinator of the Audit Program, presented the repe t medical audit

on Depressive Neurosis. She explained that this was the first follow up audit and that

it was conducted for the purpose of seeing if corrective action was t ken on the original

audit's recommendations. She added that the audit was also part of a Mental Health

Administration student's project on quality assurance being conducted under the guidance

of Dr. Hastings. Ms. Jensen reported that little improvement was sho in the documentation

~ of suicidal tendancy status upon discharge or in the status of negati e signs of the

patients sampled in Psychiatry. She noted that the failure of the fi st medical audit
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team studying a depressive neurosis to formally communicate their recommendations to

the department head was viewed as the cause for this lack of improvement in documenta~.

She stated that the Quality Assurance Committee has now developed a policy which re-

quires formal response from the department head reg~rding the audit's findings and

recommendations. Other aspects of the audit which Ms. Jensen cited included the

incompleteness of code sheets, the brevity of discharge summaries, and the inaccurate

identification of attending physicians in some records. It was noted that the

Quality Assurance Committee is considering a policy statement in relation to identificat-

ion of attending physicians. Ms. Jensen also mentioned that she and Dr. Kronenberg,

another member of the audit team, met with Dr. Hausman, the Chief of Psychiatry, and

that Dr. Hausman viewed the audit very positively suggesting that it should become

part of the department's educational program through sessions which would explain

the audit process, discuss the particular findings, and consider further criteria

development. Ms. Jensen then referred the Committee members to Dr. Hausman's letter

and to the letter from the clinical director of Psychiatric nursing.

At Chairman Hanser's request, Ms. Jensen explained that the audit team is partially

selected by the department chairman who chooses physician's with expertise in the area

to be studied. Representatives of nursing and other health professionals are added to

the team as appropriate by the Quality Assurance Committee. The audit team then develops

criteria for the study, medical records are surveyed based on the criteria, a reviewing

,physician on the team determines the acceptability of the records, a report of findings

is compiled, and the audit team reviews the report's findings and makes recommendations.

She explained that now the department head goes before the Quality Assurance Committee to

discuss the findings and recommendations and later provides a written response to the

audit. The Quality Assurance ~ommittee then determines a date for a follow-up audit, if

viewed as necessary, and the audit goes on to the Medical Staff-Hospital Council, the

Joint Conference Committee and to the Board of Governors for final approval. Dr. BUC~

commented that the initial experience with medical audits should be viewed as a

learning process and suggested that he believes the Medical Staff if improving in
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Ms. Lebedoff seconded the motion and it was passed.the audit.

I

terms of their awareness as to what is expected of them with regard to audits.
I .

Mr. Evenson suggested that it might be beneficial to review the Deprfssive

Neurosis Audit again in one year. Chairman Hanser called for a moti~n to approve
I

I

Ms. Lebedoff then noted that she frequently receives questions regar ing the University

abortion issue. Mr. Baker explained that some pro-abortion represen atives will be meeting

with the Regents next month and added that President Magrath has fo ally responded

to inquiries by making the following points: 1) adequate services

available in the community 2) the demand for abortions by students

University facility for abortions is presently poor in quality, 4) t e University

Hospitals' mission does not necessarily require all services and ed cation to occur

within the Hospitals. He also noted that if students wish to recei e training in

abortions, they may do so through an affiliated, program with Ramsey Hospital.

Ms. Pillsbury pointed out that this is truly a Medical School issue 'involving the

fact that abortion training is optional.

II. Medical Staff-Hospital Council Report

Dr. Winchell reported that the Council met on May 12th and also rev'ewed the Depressive

Neurosis Audit. He went on to state that a slate of nominations fo Medical Staff

officers was reviewed and the Credentials Committee report was rece ved. He mentioned

that the Bed Allocation Committee's consideration of the future of he 4 bed Respiratory

Care Unit was discussed. He added that that Committee had met that morning and voted

to close the unit because of low census. He explained that respiratory patients
I

would probably be put on Station 44 and that the 4 bed unit would p obably not be

modified but used as storage until a new head of Anesthesiology is ppointed and

determines how the unit might be utilized.

reviewed the decision.

Dr. Winchell went on to mention that at Dr.

He noted that the Counc 1 has not yet

Benson's request the cotneil will be
I

studying the autopsy service. He stated that the Council also rev~ewed the
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statistical report and a report on changes in administrative staff assignments.

Credentials Committee Report

Dr. Winchell provided the Joint Conference Committee with the Credentials Committee

report. He briefly reviewed the professional backgrounds of the six physicians

seeking appointment to the Medical Staff and moved that the recommendations of the

Credentials Committee be approved. The motion was seconded and passed. The members

then briefly discussed the national and international reciprocal arrangements for

physician licensure. It was pointed out that all physicians seeking a clinical or

attending appointment at University Hospitals must be licensed and must also first

have a Medical or Dental School faculty appointment.

Council of Chiefs of Clinical Services Report

Chairman Hanser mentioned that a request has been made of Dr. Najarian to send a

substitute to Joint Conference Committee meetings if he is unable to attend. In his

absense at this meeting, Mr. Baker reported on the Chief's meeting stating that it

was the first formal meeting in three months for the Chiefs other than their weekly

noon lunches. He stated that the Chiefs discussed their malpractice insurance coverage

and explained that the majority of departments are individually covered by St. Paul

Companies. With the purchase of a blanket liability policy by the University, the

Chiefs are attempting to get a definition of the terms of this new coverage to

determine if they are doubly covered. It was pointed out that the State Legislature

has endorsed the University's consideration of movement toward self insurance so the

insurance coverage situation may be changing soon. Mr. Baker also reported that the

Chiefs reviewed the monitoring process which has been established to review physician ~

billing. He commented that the monitoring method was seen as operating successfully.
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Mr. Baker referred to Mr. Dickler who described the points which the Ambulatory

#
'.(

Care Management Council brought to the Chiefs. Mr. Dickler explained that the Council
I

has been deliberating on the financing of Unit B/C. He mentioned tpat the charge

to patients will be higher than it has been, but hopefully comparab~e
!

to rates charged by similar institutions. He noted that discussion~ are being conducted

on the allocation of indirect costs, the scope of ancillary service , the determination

of direct costs, staffing expenses, and space allocation. He added that hopefully

data will be pulled together by late Fall for revenue projections a d he concluded that

the financing decision process is running smoothly and should be co pleted in time

for the occupation of the building.

Mr. Baker went on to report that the Clinical Chiefs decided upon t e rejuvenation

of the Patient Care Committee to consider specific issues regarding the delivery of

care. Also, it was noted that the Program Review Committee of the linical Chiefs

is considering the Department of Psychiatry's request for additional positions and

will be forwarding their recommendations regarding that request soon. He also

mentioned that the Chiefs reviewed the Bed Allocation Committee Mr. Diehl

then commented on Mr. Baker's earlier remarks referring to the priva e practices

of the Hospitals' Medical Staff. He noted that questions are being aised concerning

whether such practices are operated in the employ of the Hospitals a d thus involve

institutional accountability. He cited the seriousness of the impl·cations of such

legal considerations.

v. Operating Statistical Reports

Mr. Baker referred the Committee to the third quarter statistical re ort. He

pointed out that occupancy rates were down, admissions had increased and patient

days were down. He attributed this situation to a considerable decr ase in the

average length of stay from 10 days to 9.3 days. He remarked specif cally on April

at which time the average length of stay was computed to be only 8.2 days. Mr. Baker
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suggested that a change in philosophy with the change in leadership in Neurology

to be one cause for the declining stays. He also commented that discussions about

future health care practices with Clinical Chiefs definitely indicate a trend toward

more ambulatory care and away from utilization of the hospital. He mentioned that

the need for a convenient hotel facility is becoming increasingly apparent to

enhance the practicalities of ambulatory care for the many out-state patients the

Hospitals serves.

The members then reviewed 'the statistical report in more detail. Ms. Pillsbury

inquired as to whether Pediatric beds were being reduced to accommodate their low

census. Mr. Baker pointed out that a reduction in that area had already been made.

He also responded that the Neo-Natology statistics were not broken out of Pediatrics

and that the Midwife program, because of its care for the mother, is computed with

Obstetrics rather than Pediatrics.

VI. Other Business

Mr. Evenson described the seminar which he and Ms. Foley attended concerning new

accreditation standards developed by the Joint Commission for the Accreditation of

Hospitals. He noted that Mr. Westerman, as a Commissioner on the JCAH Board, made

the introductory remarks at the seminar in which he described the organization's

purpose, its process, and its future and the alternative of government regulation should

the Commission cease to exist. Mr. Evenson noted the various areas which were covered

at the seminar and highlighted points of interest. He concluded that he found the

experience beneficial in terms of gaining a better understanding of the Commission

and an appreciation for their attempts to be fair and to educate. Ms. Foley added

that the seminar provided an honest picture of why the Commission is enhancing

certain aspects of its survey at this time. She noted that Mr. Evenson was the only

trustee in attendance at the seminar and commented upon the impressiveness of this

in terms of displaying innovative trustee interest and involvement. Brief discussion

followed concerning the cost of regulation. It was pointed out that the JCAH is not
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the sole agency requiring costly improvements.

Ms. Lebedoff inquired as to whether University Hospitals should be proposing policy

regarding small-pox vaccinations. Dr. Winchell responded that this ~atter is being

considered by appropriate Federal agencies. I

I

There being no further business, Mr. Evenson moved for adjournment o~ the Joint

Conference Committee at 8:00 p.m. The motion was seconded and passe1'

Respectfully submitted,

Qu;AlI'Lfx -#;/#2
~~e::~-FOley
Secretary
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John Delaney, M.D.
Orville Evenson
Mary Lebedoff
Sally Pillsbury
Paul Winchell, M.D.

Absent: Joseph Buckley, M.D.
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The meeting of the Joint Conference Committee of the Board of Governo s was called to

order by Albert Hanser, Chairman, at 6:30 p.m., in the Main Dining Ro m of the Campus

Club. The minutes of the last meeting were received by the Committee

I. Medical Audit Presentation

Ms. Carol Brauer, a Patient Care Audit Assistant, presented the audit on Transurethral

Resections of Prostrates for Benign Prostatic Hypertrophy. She expla~ned that the audit

was an area-wide audit mandated by the Foundation for Health Care Eva uation, the local

PSRO, and as such, the criteria for the audit was

Foundation with a representative of the Hospitals' Quality Assurance ommittee serving

on that committee. She noted that the audit team consisted of hersel , Dr. Fraley,

the Chairman of Urologic Surgery, and Dr. Kauder, a Resident in that epartment. She

pointed out that 50 cases were reviewed and that generally the care w s viewed as excellent
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~
In reviewing the significant findings, Ms. Brauer indicated that a policy will be develop-

ed to assure that operative reports would be written on all such resection procedures

regardless of where they are performed. She also stated that although 6% of the patients

were inadequately resected, the national average was found to be 5%. Further, she noted

that in one case involving missing information, that information was found in the

medical record kept at the outreach clinic where the patient had been seen. A final

finding indicating lack of documentation concerning a follow-up appointment, should be

remedied by a procedure which has recently been implemented in which ~ach patient will

receive a summary of their hospitalization and information regarding follow-up

appointment.

In responding to questions from the Committee, Ms. Bruaer explained that second stage

resection is preformed when an inadequate amount of tissue is removed the first time.

She also explained that surgical risk is determined by the Anesthesiologist, based on the~

patients' medical history. Mr. Atwood inquired as to whether it was determined if a certain

physician(s) was responsibile for the majority of the second stage resections. Ms. Brauer

indicated that this had not been done. Dr. Winchell commented that that aspect should be

examined and went on to note that although the Medical Staff-Hospital Council had approved

the audit, they found certain elements of it to be inappropriate and suggested that they

should not be repeated. In particular, he sited the fact that there was no member of

University Hospitals Medical Staff involved in the setting of criteria for the audit, that

there was no member of the Quality Assurance Committee on the audit team nor any other

Medical Staff member outside the department being audited, and that the department's

Resident and Chairman conducted the audit. After additional discussion assuring correction

of these practices, Ms. Pillsbury moved that the Joint Conference Committee recommend

approval of the Transurethral Resection Audit to the Board.

motion and it was passed.

Ms. Lebedoff seconded the
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II. Medical Staff-Hospital Council Report

~ Dr. Winchell reported that the Council had reviewed and approved th Resection Audit.

He also explained that they had reviewed various out-patient polici s which they had

found to be too detailed and confusing and had thus, tabled until t ere can be

clarification. He mentioned that the time of election for new coun il officers

is approaching and a committee has been formed to develop

Also, Dr. Winchell stated that the Hospitals' Diet Manual

candidates.

ed by the Council,

as Medical Staff approval of its contents is required. He commente that there had

been no Medical Staff in-put in the manual's development and stated that the Council

decided to send the manual to a member of the Medical Staff with mo e expertise on the

subject. He added that the Council approved the manual pending

members of the medical staff.

of the I

III. Council of Chiefs of Clinical Services Report

Mr. Baker reported that the major current issues of interest to the Chiefs include

request.

Councilthe clinic space allocation deliberations of the Ambulatory Care Ma

for Unit B/C and review of the Department of Psychiatry's major enh

He explained that the financil implications of this request are con iderable and added

that the dollars for this program have not been added into prelimin ry budget plans

awaiting review by the Chief's Program Review Committee. Mr. Baker commented that

the review has been delayed due to inabilities in attaining meeting quorums and added

that although this was unfortunate, the Program Review Committee wa seen as the best

mechanism for peer review of a major clinical enhancement request. He further

explained that other than this particular program, the Chiefs have ~ctively participated

in review and comment on the Annual Plan.

IV. Other Business

Mr. Lee Larson, of University Hospitals' Planning Office, reported 0 the present

~ status of meeting JCAH physical facilitity recommendations. He expl ined that these

included improving means of egress in case of fire compartmentalizat'on of certian
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areas, and developments in terms of sprinkler and fire alarm systems. He commented

that progress on this project has been slowed by efforts to secure code agreement

among various officials and because of careful consideration of various alternatives

to assure compliance in the most cost effective manner. He stated that they hoped

to start the project by July and have it completed in July of 1978. Mr. Larson added

that Certificate of Need approval has been awarded to the project by the Metropolitan

Health Board and has been forwarded to the State Health Department for their approval

hopefully within 30 days. He explained that although the project does not meet the

normal definition of a Certificate of Need project involving a patient care addition,

at $3.7 million, its costs do exceed the $100,000 limit. Mr. Baker added that the

Joint Commission will be returning for their one year visit in the Fall but have

agreed to survey only the physical facility aspects of the Hospitals at that time.

Mr. McKee commented that the non-environmental aspects of the JCAH recommendations

are being addressed by various groups. Mr. Hanser noted that he had requested a flow

chart projecting present status and completion dates of the JCAH projects. Mr. Baker

explained that because the non-environmental items will not be reviewed until a year

from this Fall, the status of those recommendations will not be completed until July,

Mr. Diehl reported to the Committee on a recent Minnesota Supreme Court decision in

the case of Campbell v.s. St. Mary's. He described the case which involved the

revoking of a physican's privileges by a board of trustees and commented that the

decision on the suit was significant in three aspects. One, that it stated that

although the rights of the physician in the private hospital setting were uncertain,

this hospital had met the standards in terms of providing the physician due process.

Two, that money demages would not be awarded because of a statute which protects

individuals involved in quality assurance practices from liability. And three, that

because of the detailed medical terminology and technology of such a case, its'

deliberations should remain in the hospital as the courts do not have the expertise

to deal with such matters. The Committee commented on the beneficial aspects of the
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case in terms of reasonably supporting Board responsibility.

Next, Mr. Baker reported that labor contract negotiations are once again underway.

He stated that one meeting has already occurred in which significant demands were

presented by the union. He added that discussions were reported to appear to be less

confrontive and noted that a settlement on the contract was hoped t be reached by

July 1, 1977.

Mr. Baker also reported that a new admission/discharge program is i the planning.

He stated that over the years, statisti~al reports have shown consi erable increase

in the Hospitals admissions activity. He explained that a Public R lations campaign is

about to be initiated which will be directed at the House and Medic 1 Staffs to encourage

them to have their discharge order written by 7:00 p.m., the night efore discharge. He

indicated that this practice will allow more time to pre-plan the d scharge and hopefully

have the patient out of the hospital by noon. In terms of admissio s, he stated that

a pilot program will be implemented in the Departments of orthopedijs and Neurosurgery

to do pre-admission diagnostic testing so that test results will be available by the

end of the admission day and surgery can be performed the fOllowinglmorning. Mr. Baker

concluded that the objective of this program is to reduce the lengt~ of stay and
i

concurrently, the costs to the patient.

Mr. Atwood commented on the importance attitudinally to the patient of a pleasant

admission experience and environment. Mr. Larson explained that wi~h the completion
I

of Unit B/C, seperate out-patient and in-patient admission centers ~ill be created with

with the in-patient center being moved to the third floor entrance w ich should create

a more hospital atmosphere.

Ms. Lebedoff noted that the discharge experience should be re-assuring as well.

Mr. Evenson commented on a distasteful experience he had in having -rays taken at

University Hospitals. It was noted that Unit B/C should also alleviate problems
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Ms. Pillsbury asked if patients being admitted for elective procedures

were contacted before admission. Mr. Baker explained that 50% of the Hospitals'

patients are scheduled patients and forms are sent and phone contacts are made prior

to their arriving. Ms. Coates asked the requirements for admission through University

Hospitals' Emergency Room and related knowledge of a case where such admission was

denied. She was requested to obtain additional details on the situation. Ms. Pillsbury

asked the status of the Hospitals' regional classification for emergency services.

Mr. Diehl reported that the Health Chapter of the Metropolitan Guide indicates that

University Hospitals cha11anges its basic categorization. He commented that reaction

to further testimony on the subject at a hearing on the chapter indicated that nothing

more will be done concerning the issue. Mr. Evenson commented on the article pretain-

ing to a bone marrow transplant patient who died at University Hospitals of causes

unrelated to the transplant. Dr. Winchell explained that this article was reported

inaccurately and a correction was made.

Mr. Baker commented on the recently published Inter-Study Report concerning hospital

costs. He explained that the report focused on number of beds per 1,000 population and

stated that it indicated that building should be controlled. Mr. Baker suggested

that low occupancy rates are more reflective of the changing pattern of health care

delivery which is promoting shortened lengths of stay and more ambulatory care.

Mr. Evenson inquired as to what University Hospitals is doing to reduce hospital costs.

Mr. Baker commented on the Productivity Improvement Program which was initiated a year

ago and is on-going in terms of managements commitment to constantly seek efficiencies.

In particular, he sited the Laundry/Linen study which will result in considerable cost

savings. Ms. Pillsbury mentioned articles in the Times which describe various approaches

to hospital reimbursement and charging procedures to reduce costs. Mr. Evenson moved

that the Joint Conference Committee ask the Finance Committee to request a list of the~

cost cutting procedures and their affects which have been instituted at University

Hospitals. Ms. Lebedoff seconded the motion. It was noted that a description of the
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I

Productivity Improvement Program is described in the Annual Plan a*d that the
I

Finance Committee is scheduled to receive a report of cost containtng practices.

A vote was taken on the motion and it was passed.

Ms. Lebedoff commented on contradictory articles pretaining to medical students

commitment to practice in smaller communities. Dr. Winchell menti1ned that the Health

Manpower Act requires that medical schools seeking federal funds m1st assure that

50% of their graduates will practice primary care and point out th~ difficulties

in accomplishing this. Ms. Pillsbury commented on the additio~~l JeqUirement of
I

Ms. Coates stat!ed that the elderly

whom she has contact with frequently inquire as to why they are see~ by so many
I

Dr. Winchell respondedl that in the
I

case of teaching hospitals some of these physicians are students anr do not affect

the patients charge. He added that in no way does a physicians Char·ge affect

hospital costs because they are separate. Mr. Baker commented that
l
the increasing

I

complexity of medicine has forced specialization which must be turn~d to for quality
I

care. The Committee also commented on the increasing clerical costf incurred to
I

meet the demands of reporting within the growing regulatory system. I Mr. Baker

added that management has challanged itself in this budget not to f~nd new programs

directly but to support them financially only through cost containmtnt efforts.

He further added that the mandatory rate review program is also efftctive in monitoring

costs and a possible federally imposed ceiling on capital expenditutes will force
!

I

containment. Dr. Delaney also commented on the difficulties in jUSiifying the

I

There being no further business, Ms. Pillsbury moved for adiournmeni of the Joint

Conference Committee at 8:00 p.m.

Re~submitted'

Johnelle FOleY,~~
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-Present: Albert Hanser, Chairman
Joseph Buckley, M.D.
Richard Ebert, M.D.
Orville Evenson
Mary Lebedoff
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John Westerman
Paul Winchell, M.D.
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Bruce McFadden
Mike McKee
Shirley Sudduth

The meeting of the Joint Conference Committee of the Board of rs was called

to order by Albert Hanser, Chairman at 6:30 p.m., in the West Wing 0 the Campus

Club. The minutes of the last meeting were received by the Committe Chairman

Hanser introduced Mr. Bruce McFadden, Director of the University of aryl and

Hospitals, who was visiting Minnesota to learn more about the Board f Governors.

I. Disaster Drill Report

Dr. James Locke, Chairman of the Disaster Committee, commented that the Joint

Commission on the Accreditation of Hospitals requires that two disas er drills are

conducted per year. He presented the Committee with a critique of t e last drill

which was conducted at University Hospitals on January 29, 1977, inv lving 15-20

casualties of a bus accident. Dr. Locke briefly reviewed the critiq e by commenting
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On the problem areas which were identified after the drill and the corrective

measures which were planned. The major difficulty which Dr. Locke noted was the

inadequacy of Medical Staff response.

Dr. Locke next raised the question as to whether the cost of conducting such

extensive drills is justified. He stated that a drill can cost from $5,000 to

$10.000 or as much as $20,000 per year for two drills. He commented that if University

Hospitals chooses to continue to meet this JCAH standard, a commitment must be made

to require Medical Staff participation. Chairman Hanser inquired as to whether

community hospitals complied with the disaster drill requirement. Mr. Baker noted

that most do but that the degree to which they test their disaster plans varies.

Mr. Mc Kee explained that University Hospitals conducts an Orange Alert test or

major external disaster drill and in that respect, is very well prepared.

Mr. Evenson asked what makes up the drill costs. It was reported that personnel

called in comprise the majority of this cost, with employees being paid time and a ~

half for a minimum of four hours.

Dr. Locke stated that the major aspects of the disaster drill issue include the fact

that JCAH requires a full dress drill that Medical Staff involvement has been

minimal and thus, the nursing staff is questioning its obligation to participate;

and that the cost, time, and patient disruption which a drill causes makes questionable

its benefits. He suggested that any movement to challange the JCAH standard should

be a unified effort and that any decision to continue the drills should include an

agreement for full participation. Dr. Locke and Mr. McKee responded to questions by

noting that drills were generally conducted at hours which were least disruptive to

normal operations, that 107 employees were called in for the last drill, that the

Disaster Committee had 10 core members with approximately 20 committee advisors, that

questioning the 2 drills per year requirement last year resulted in an extension fO~~

compliance, and that the JCAH surveyors generally study the drill reports carefully.
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the JCAH disaster drill requirem~nt. Chairman Hanser thanked Dr.

the Joint Conference Committee through the Medical Staff/Hospital C uncil.

i

I

Dr. Ebert suggested that a survey be made of what other hospitals d~

Committee prepare a formal recommendation relative to this issue

this concern to the Committees attention. He requested that the

,

II. Credentials Committee Report

Dr. Winchell reported that the Credentials Committee recommends the granting of

Drs., Anderson, Marker, and Williams' request for clinical/attendin privileges

and appoint to the University of Minnesota Hospitals Medical Staff. I He briefly

described the background of each physician and moved for their acce tance.

Mr. Evenson seconded the motion and it was passed.

The Committee next considered the approval of Dr. William Bernstein s request for

~ Emeritus status in General Surgery. Dr. Ebert moved for approval 0 the request.

Dr. Buckley seconded the motion. Discussion followed concerning Dr. Najarian's letter

pretaining to Dr. Bernstein's competence and the Joint Conference C

satisfaction that the 'appointment review process had been thoroughl conducted in this

case. The vote was called for by Chairman Hanser and the motion wa passed with two

dissenting votes from Mr. Evenson and Dr. Winchell.

III. Quality Assurance Committee Report

A. New Born Audit

Ms. Sue Jensen, the Patient Care Audit Specialist, introduced Dr. Patricia Ferrieri,

Associate Professor, Pediatrics, to present the New Born Audit. Dr. Ferrieri

explained that the audit was conducted to study how the mother's management during

pregnancy affected the newborn and to compare and contrast the q ality of care

given to newborns by the Pediatric and Family Practice Services. She commented

that 60 cases were selected with 15 infants being delivered by M"dwives, Family

Practice, Pediatrics, and C-Section each. Dr. Ferrieri sited thi significant
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findings of the audit which included insufficient lab tests conducted on jaundice.,
patients and inadequate documentation of histories, discharge examinations and ~

follow-up care. She noted that the discharge exam was an area of debate and

commented that a new form was being designed to facilitate its documentation.

Dr. Ferrieri referred the Committee to the letters of response from the appropriate

parties to whom the Audit Committee had made their recommendations. She concluded

that she was pleased with the results of the audit and pointed out that the audit

identified no differences in the Services which provided the care. She added

that she found the audit to be an interesting and valuable experience. Dr. Winchell

moved for acceptance of the New Born Audit. The motion was seconded by Ms. Lutz

and passed.

B. Response to Cataract Audit

Dr. Winchell commented on Dr. Harris' letter in response to the inquiry concerning

the lack of cataract surgery being conducted on an outpatient basis and the fac~

that two physicians in his department each did only one cataract procedure in the

audit sample. Dr. Winchell noted that he was satisfied with Dr. Harris' response

to the latter issue which indicated that both physicians have sufficient experience

in anterior segment surgery to maintain their proficiency in cataract extraction.

Dr. Winchell mentioned that he found Dr. Harris' response questionable on the

out-patient issue. He mentioned that he felt the risk of infection to be less

outside of the hospital than within as Dr. Harris suggested. He also stated

that Dr. Harris had mentioned that the cataracts conducted at University Hospitals

are more complicated than generally found elsewhere.

The Committee then discussed the lack of sufficient housing facilities for

out-patients and the improved accessibility to clinics which Unit BIC should
\".

provide. It was pointed out that the availability of out-patient housing cou1cr--

reduce the number of in-patients by 8-10% according to the Utilization Review
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Committee, thus relieving the tight bed situation and reducing fosts. Mr. Baker

reported that a number of measures have been considered to impr ve the out-patient

housing situation. He stated that a hotel unit in Building BIC was viewed pro-

hibitive in terms of cost and that there was a question concern ng the existence

of a commerical vendor on State land. Mr. McKee noted that the Powell Hall

motel facility has been running steadily at 96% occupancy. He entioned that a

survey of the Powell Hall clientel was being planned for review by the Management

Committee and further consideration of options to alleviate the \hoUSing shortage.

Chairman Hanser requested Mr. McKee to keep the Committee abreas~ of these

developments.

IV. Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals Report

Mr. Baker announced that the Joint Commission has consented to a one-day survey

of only the Hospitals Life Safety Code and facility compliance m asures.

Mr. McKee stated that in April, he will provide the Committee wi h a status

report of the Hospitals' progress in complying with the JCAH rec mmendations

from their last survey.

V. Clinical Chief Search Process Report

A. Neurology

Mr. Baker reported that negotiations have broken down with

selected for Chief of Neurology. He stated that the Search C

candidate

plans

to reconvene and start from day one in its search. He sugges ed that if

the search goes national, it could be 10-12 months before it 's completed,

while an internal investigation could result in an earlier re olution. He

informed the Committee that Dr. Resch is doing an excellent j b as interim

head.
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Medicine

Dr. Ebert reported that the Search Committee has met with Hospital staff and~
Medical School representatives. He mentioned that Dr. Petersdorf, from the

University of Washington, has consulted with the committee. He suggested

that they hope to have the position filled by late Summer - early Fall.

It was mentioned that it is difficult for the Dean of the Medical School to

recruit four department heads at one time as departmental financial support

and space seem to be key considerations. Ms. Lebedoff inquired into the

recruiting practices and was informed that equal opportunity practices were

followed in terms of national advertising but that personal nominations seemed

to lend the greatest yield of good candidates.

C. Anesthesiology

Dr. Buckley reported that this Search Committee has just been appointed

and has not as yet met formally.

D. Pediatrics

Mr. Baker reported that a candidate has been ~elected by this Search Committee

and negotiations with him have been going on for approximately 6 months. He

added that the individual continues to be interested but has been made a

substantial counter-offer by his present employer.

VI. Medical Staff-Hospital Council Report

Dr. Winchell reported that the Council covered a number of routine matters. He

mentioned that they approved recommendations of Mr. Diehl's pretaining to

procedures for usage of involuntary constraints and the emancipation of minors.

He stated that they also reviewed policies relating to dialysis and infection

control and discussed long range planning in the Health Sciences and the status

of the Hennepin County HMO.
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The Committee briefly discussed various aspects of the Universi~y's liability

insurance package and its affects on the Medical Staff and the ~ospital.
1

VII. Council of Chiefs of Clinical Services Report

Mr. Baker explained that the Clinical Chiefs did not meet in

as there were no action items requiring their attention.

th~
I,

last month

c-

VIII. Other

Chairman Hanser commented on an article he read discussing the measures being

taken to procure kidneys for transplantation. He inquired as tq whether any

one individual was responsible for acquiring kidneys for Univer ity Hospitals.

Dr. Buckley explained that there is a team which acquires kidne s for

University Hospitals.

Mr. Baker explained that a new dimension has been added to the ealth planning

system in terms of the creation of a seperate agency to oversee the operation

of dialysis units. He mentioned that University Hospitals has rrpresentation

involved in the development of this new structure. He noted thaf the State

Health Department had recently surveyed University Hospitals Dia~YSiS Unit only

to site the lack of Board approval of the units policies. He referred the

Committee to the policies and moved for their acceptance. Dr. Epert seconded

the motion and it was passed.

The Committee briefly discussed Methodist Hospitals' Certificate! of Need proposal.
I

There being no further business, Mr. Evenson moved for adjournme+t of the Joint
I

Conference Committee at 8:00 p.m. The motion was seconded and p ssed.

Ut;~~
J nelle Foley
Secretary
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Absent: Joseph Buckley, M.D.
Dionisa Coates
Richard Ebert, M. D.
Orville Evenson
Eugene Gedgaudas, M.D.
John Najarian, M.D.
John Westerman

Staff:

c..,
Guests:

Robert Baker
John Diehl
Johnelle Foley

Carol Brauer
Greg Hart
Mike McKee
Mark Nesbitt, M.D.
Ron Werft

Credentials Corrrrnittee Reportr.

The meeting of the Joint Conference Conrnittee of the Board of C'overnorr was called to

order by Albert Hanser, Chairm:m at 6: 30 p.m., in the East Wing of the \Campus Club.

The minutes of the last meeting were received by the Corrrrnittee. \

II

Dr. Winchell reviewed the attached report of the Credentials Corrrrnittee and their recorrnnend-

ations for clinical privileges and appointment to the Medical Staff. H briefly described

the backgrounds and qualifications of the four physicians seeking clini 1 appointments in

Oncology and of the physician seeking an attending appointment in Cardio ogy. He also

~eXPlained the two requests for changes in staff status from attending to clinical in

Pediatrics.
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Dr. Winchell pointed out that the Credentials Corrnnittee was further recorrmending the

approval of privileges for Dr. William C. Bernstein an Thleritus staff rrember in the

Iepartment of General Surgery. Dr. Winchell noted that the recorrnnendation was made with

some hesitency based on Dr. Bernstein's age and health. Discussion then followed concerning

the role and responsibility of the Joint Conference Corrnnittee in assessing clinical

compentency, the charge to the Credentials Corrnnittee, the :rmndate to the Clinical Chiefs

to evaluate their staffs' mental and physical health, the implications for liability,

and the definition of the Thleritus status.

Dr. Winchell moved that the Credentials Corrnnittee report be recorrnnended for approval by

the Board of (;Qvernors with the exception of Dr. Bernstin's appointment to Emeritus status

which should be returned to the Credentials Corrnnittee and Dr. Najarian for further review

and corrment. The motion was seconded by Ms. Pillsbury. Following brief discussion about

the need for further clarification concerning the Emeritus category and the Boards'

responsibility for the quality of health care delivered, the motion was voted upon and ~

passed.

II. Quality Assurance Corrrnittee Report

A. Transfusion Audit

Cha:i.rrran Hanser introduced Dr. M3rk Nesbit who was present to discuss the Pediatric

Transfusion Audit. Dr. Nesbit esplained that the audit reviewed 16 pediatric surgical

patients receiving 33 transfusions of packed cells and 6 non-surgical pediatric patients

receiving whJle blood transfusions during June and July of 1976. Because of the insignifi-

cant number in this second group, he noted that further review was seen as urmecessary as

the Audit Team initial examination revealed excellent practice in this procedure.

With regard to the significant findings of surgical patients receiving packed cells,

Dr. Nesbit pointed out inadequate documentation of indications for transfusions, inadequate

completion of recipient stickers, and transfusions too long in length. He then discusse£..)
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the recorrnnendations concerning the audit which included a redesign !!transfusion sticker
I

which could be attached to the chart and Which would allow space fOr explanation of the

transfusion indication. I

Dr. Nesbit corrmmted on the expanded size of the Audit audit to include

representatives from Surgery, Anesthesiology and Medicine. He ment oned that this did

result in more detailed scrutiny and discussion of criteria but add d that this was viewed_

He explained

. Nesbit concluded

. Lutz seconded the

pretaining to corrnnunication of the audit to the Operating Room Co

Transfusion Audit be accepted by the Joint Conference Corrmittee.

that Anesthesiology is responsible for giving blood in that area.

that more audits are planned in transfusions of different types of

of blood to different types of patients. The Corrnnittee was reminde that the JCAH had

beneficial Jrethod of meeting this requirement.

as healthy. Dr. Winchell corrunented on the Medical Staff/Hospital uncil's recOJIDIe11dation

recorrnnended the monitoring of transfusions and that the audit was f und to be the JIDst

JIDtion and it was passed.

B. Cataract Audit

Chairman ,Hanser introduced Ms. Carol Brauer, Patient Care Audit sistant, to present

the Cataract Extractions Audit. Ms. Brauer explained that this audi encompassed 50 adult

patients who had prim:rry cataract extractions between July 1, 1975 td June 30, 1976. She

noted that the audit was expanded to include an evaluation of pre-optrative clinic visits,

in-patient hospitalizations and follow-up clinic visits. I
I

In discussing the significant findings and recorrnnendations of the

out that most findings involved procedures which were done

Ms. Brauer pointed

cwrented. Dr. Winchel

clarified the audit finding pretaining to anterior chamber hernorrhag s which resulted in a

restatement of the definition of that criterion based on accepted cl ical practice by the

Optharrology Ieparbnent. Ms. Brauer also corrnnented on various compli ations which were

revealed in the audit but added that they were varied in nature and howed no pattern of
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occurance. She distributed 3 letters from Dr. Harris, Chief of Optharrology, pretaining

to his review of the audit.

Dr. Winchell ccmnented on finding #9 noting that the issue of pathology reports is being

studied to develop a rrechanism for certifying reception of a specimen. He concluded that

the matter of illegibility as addressed in finding #10 was a:Im::>st impossible to deal with.

He did add that Optharrology does use an excessive amount of abbreviations not all of which

are contained in the JCAH approved list of abbreviations. Chairm:m Hanser mentioned that

the Eye Clinic is the largest and busiest clinic and suggested that sufficient time for

doc1..1Irentation must be a problem. Mention was made that computerization of rredical records

may some day alleviate same of these problems.

Ms. Pillsbury stated that it was her understanding that cataracts could be prefonred on

an out-patient basis and inquired as to why all the cataract e>rtractions audited were

in-patient. Dr. Winchell suggested that this was an appropriate question and offered to

write to Dr. Harris seeking a response. It was further suggested that Dr. Winchell also,J

inquire as to why two physicians performed only 2 cataract extractions during the year

and if this was sufficient to maintain competency in this procedure. Ms. lebedoff IIDved

that the Cataract Extractions Audit be accepted. Ms. Lutz seconded the motion and i I: v,cJ.S

passed.

Ms. Brauer also distributed a ,schedule of audits which have been preformed at University

Hospitals. She explained that the Joint Commission has changed the audit year from a

site visit to site visit year to a calendar year. She noted that the schedule showed that

the number of patient care audits is CurTeI1t in rreeting its 12 audits per year requirement.

III. Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals Report

Mr'. McKee stated that the JCAH site visit report has been received and that assignments

have been made arrong members of the M3nagement Committee for responsibility to correct ,

the various deficiencies sited. He added the quarterly reports will be made' to the JOin~
Conference Cornnittee on the status of the progress being made to rectify the deficiences.
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Mr>. McKee reported that a one year accreditation had been granted ~versityHospitals.
, I

He pomted out that the major factor affecting the one year accreditation was the Hospitals

physical facility. He explained that corrections to the facility; uld not be accomplished

by the next site visit in the Fall of 1977 and that it is expected at another one year

accreditation will be received at that ti.Ire. He added that complet on of the facilities

project will be accomplished by October of 1978 and therefore, stat d that he was confiden1

that University Hospials would maintain its accreditation.

hospital does loose its accreditation after 3 one year accreditation.

Mr>. McKee then described in ITDre detail the specific requirements w ich must be accornplishec

to bring University Hospitals facility into compliance with the Nati nal Fire Protection

i\gency's Life Safety Code of 1973, the standards of which the JCAH u es in its facility

evaluations. He explained that the Facilities Corrunittee will be eAa.\lU'.. u..',ng the correction

istration as facility

plan for their correction.

planners and advisors have kept them abreast and prepared for such f
I

Mr>. McKee concluded that the JCAH report offered no surprises to a

project implications ITDre closely and will most likely be requesting the approval of $3.7

'-' million dollars to accomplish the project. Chairman Hanser requeste that a timetable

chart for the projects completion be made available

IV. Medical Staff-Hospital Council Report !I

Dr. Winchell briefly reported that the Medical Staff/Hospital Counci~ also reviewed the

Transfusion and Cataract Audits and the JCAH report as well, and apPfved various policy

statements relating to out-patient procedures, II

I

V. Council of Chiefs of Clinical Services Report

In Dr, Najarian's absence, Mr. B3k.er reported on the Chief's meeting. He noted that a

committee has been formed of the Clinical Chiefs and the Chiefs of Cl' 'cal Sciences to

examine outreach programs and their role in continuing education and edical out-reach.

,He commented that a report is expected from that corrnnittee in early April.
I

I
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Mr. Baker also noted that the Program Review Corrunittee recorrrnended the Clinical Chiefs'

approval of the Armual Plan and its dollar implications. He noted that this motion was

passed and added that the Clinical Chiefs' interest in the Armaul Plan has increased to

a degree but that rrore specifically, the Chiefs were shO.Ning a greater concern for rising

health care costs.

Mr. Baker also stated that the Council of Chiefs discussed the Hospitals' computer system

and the plan to develop an integrated system of medical information. 'The Joint Conference

Corrrnittee discussed the capabilities of such a system. Mr. Baker pointed out that the

Hospitals' computer, located in Powell Hall, has to this point been used primarily for

business office and m:magerrent applications but has been developed with the flexibility

to allow for expansion into medical infoTIllation handling. He added that the computer

program has been conservatively planned with full awareness of the difficulties which can

be incurred in this area.

VI. Other

Mr>. Baker briefly commented on census trends noting that admissions have increased but

that there has been a decline in the average length of stay. He explained that most

charges are made during the first few days of a patient's stay and therefore revenues

~re up with the increase in admissions. Ms. I.ebedoff corrrnented on thE'! importance of

such census trend information to the Facilities Cormnittee. Mr. Baker explained that census

infomation is prepared quarterly and can be regularly distributed to the Eoard.

Disaster Cornnittee Rep?rt

Mr. McKee requested permission to defer his presentation on the disaster drill until the

re:PJrt on its proceedings are written up. He briefly comnented that the drill went well

and allowed for the testing of specific aspects such as response time and the designation

of an OR holding area.

..
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Ms. Pillsbury commented on an article in Trustee which suggested th~t the incidence
I,

~ of ffi3.1practice suits might be reduced through better patient relations. Ms. Foley

stated that Ms. Countryman will be speaking

Departments' activities in the near future.

to the Board about the P~tient Relations
'!

.1 •Mr. Baker added that Universlty Hospitals was

the first in the country to have such a department.

Ms. Lebedoff inquired into University Hospitals' involvement in Vineland or the Norway
i

Lifestyle Rehabilitation Center. Mr. McKee described the activities pf the center and

the School of Public Health's involvement in its development. It was: pointed out that

President Me Grath is on its PDard and that it is more a University imterest than the

Hospitals' .

There being no further business, ChairrrBn Hanser adjourned the Joint qanference Committee
i

meeting at 8:15 p.m.

ResQectfully submitted,
..... ' ,(/- /J'--[ ,//'1, I

//~' /1/ --1'/ £/1
•.. t' {,I(([I,(f,' . / !~<:" //7·1
, "- '- I /' / ./ ./

Johnelle Foley
Secretary



Minutes
Joint Conference Committee

University of Minnesota Hospitals and Clinics
January 18, 1977

Present: Albert Hanser, Chairman
Joseph Buckley, M.D.
Dionisa Coates
John Delaney, M.D.
Richard Ebert, M.D.
Orville Evenson
Mary Lebedoff
Jo-Anne Lutz
Al Michael, M.D.
John Najarian, M.D.
Sally Pillsbury
Paul Winchell, M.D.
John Westerman

Absent: Eugene Gedgaudas, M.D.

Staff: John Diehl
Johnelle Foley

Guests: Harry Atwood
Greg Hart
Sue Jensen
Mike McKee
Dick Pierson
Carol Brauer

The meeting of the Joint Conference Committee of the Board of GOVernOrs
I

order by Albert Hanser, Chairman, at 6:00 p.m., in the East Wing of Ithe

The minutes of the last meeting were received by the Committee.

was called to

Campus Club.

I. Introduction

Ms. Pillsbury introduced Ms. Lebedoff to the Joint Conference commit~ee and Ms. Coates

to the Committee and the Board of Governors. She then provided the tembers with an

explanation of the Committee's charge. She noted that these committfe meetings allowed

for Medical Staff members and lay Board members to meet jointly and onfer on issues

of quality of care. She pointed out that many vehicles were availab e to the Committee

for identification of such issues and listed the following: credent aling, reappointment,

accreditation, medical audits, utilization review, safety and disaste dills, patient

sensitivity reports, and Medical Staff committee reports.
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II. Medical Audit Presentation

Chairman Hanser called upon Ms. Jensen of the Medical Records Department to present the

audit on Deliveries. Ms. Jensen explained that this audit not only reviewed the quality of ~

deliveries in general but was to compare and contrast the quality of delivery services pro

vided in Obstetrics, Family Practice, and the Midwife Program. She noted that the audit

team established one set of criteria to apply to deliveries and that the time period from

which the patient sample was taken was July 1, 1975 to June 30, 1976. She added that 661

deliveries were performed during that period of which 100 were selected for the audit with

25 patients being selected from each service plus 25 Cesarean sections. In reviewing the

findings and recommendations of the audit, she commented that they generally applied to all

four categories of delivery and that they all generally pertained too insufficient

documentation.

Ms. Pillsbury raised concern about the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology and

commented on the delay in this audit reaching the Joint Conference Committee. It was

pointed out that the Chief of the Department is a recent appointment. In response to

a question from Mr. Evenson, Dr. Winchell explained that recommendations of the audit ~.

committee are forwarded to the appropriate parties and that these parties are to

then give their response to the audit committee regarding the recommendations. He referr-

ed Mr. Evenson to Dr. Prem's letter of response to Dr. Murray, Chairman of the audit

committee. Dr. Michael asked if the audit process had been cost accounted.

Mr. Pierson responded that this had been done for the Delivery audit and the cost was

found to be $2000. Ms. Jensen noted that they planned to cost account more audits.

Dr. Winchell commented that federal support was to be provided for auditing but that none

had been given to this point and thus, this cost is charged to the patient. Mr. Westerman

stated that medical audits are viewed as a quality assurance measure which all hosptials

are required to perform.

Ms. Lebedoff asked if a fOllow-up audit could be conduced on deliveries in six months to

assure the implementation of the recommendations. Dr. Winchell noted that such a

request would be appropriate from the Joint Conference Committee. Dr. Buckley commented

1
--i
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that the audit process was fairly new and that it might be prematur to have follow-up

audits at this time. Chairman Hanser'pointed out that this could Iso delay the accomplish

ment of the required number of audits to be conducted. Mr. Pierson iadded that a system of
I

concurrent review had been established by which members of the Medijal Records Department

go to various floors and review the charts of patients while they a e in the hospital. He

explained that this practice would pick up negligence in imPlementin~ audit recommendations

dealing with documentation. Dr. Delaney concluded that the Deliveri~s audit was generally

Ia good audit. identifying only insignificant problems. Dr. Najarian! moved that the

Deliveries audit be accepted, The motion was seconded and passed.

III.

IV.

Appointment of Chief of Neurology

Chairman Hanser stated that this item was to be removed from the

Medical Staff-Hospital Council Report

Dr. Winchell reported that the Medical Staff-Hospital Council had

Deliveries audit. He went on to state that the Council had heard

accepted the

port from the

Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee which explained that a list of in requently used

drugs would be provided to the Medical Staff for their comment and thfse drugs would

be dropped from the Pharmacy's inventory. Dr. Winchell also reportedtthat the Disaster

Committee had sought authorization from the Joint Commission to postp ne their s~cond..

drill fer 1976 to January of1977, to allow time for the corrections 0 problems ldentlfled

in the first drill. He mentioned that the Bed Allocation Committee hid reported on the

transfer of 11 beds from Neurology to Medicine because of declining 0tcupancy rate in

Neurology and increase in Medicine. In conclusion, Dr. Winchell note1 that the Medical-Staff

!

Hospital Council had been made aware of the Hospitals' smoking policy land the importance
i
Iof adherence to it. I

V. Credentials Committee Report

~ Chairman Hanser reported that there was no Credentials Committee Repo t.
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VI. Council of Chiefs of Clinicsl Services Report

Dr. Najarian reported that there had been no major new business to come before the

Chiefs and that therefore, they had conducted their monthly meeting at one of their

weekly luncheon meetings. He noted that the outreach programs of the various departments

were considered and that the Annual Plan was introduced to the Council.

Dr. Delaney asked Dr. Winchell to report on the progress of the various searches being

conducted to fill Clinical Chief positions. Dr. Winchell explained that search committees

had recently been appointed for the Heads of Anesthesiology and Medicine. He noted

that the individual selected for the Chief of Neurology was having second thoughts and

that the position had been offered in Pediatrics but that that individual has not yet

made a decision.

VII. Review of Patient \~orkload Statistics

Mr. Pierson reviewed with the members the In-Patient Census statistics for the first

six months of the fiscal year. He noted that admissions were up over last year but

that patient days showed a decline. He attributed this decline to a reduction in the

average length of stay. Mr. Pierson then indicated trends in various specific

departments. It was pointed out that a proposal is being considered to complete

discharge papers the night before discharge to provide for more rapid availability of

beds for incoming patients.

Dr. Winchell interjected that the Hospitals' occupancy rate has been extremely high. He

noted that at midnight of the previous night the rate was 88% and added that the occupancy

of adult non-restricted beds was running at 97%. He stated that for approximately the

last two weeks overall occupancy was exceeding 75% with even bassinets being occupied

at a 50% rate.

VIII. Other

Mr. Evenson expressed concern relating to the approval of the Deliveries audit. He asked

that his approval of the audit be withdrawn as he was uncomfortable that insufficient

response had been made to the audit's recommendation. It was pointed out that response
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to the recommendations came from various parties and that disagr~ement with the establish
I

ed criteria was natural and healthy. The audit remained approve1.

There being no further business, Chairman Hanser adjourned the

Conference Committee at 7:00 p.m.

I

me\eting

I

I

Respectfully submitted, \

~~4
Johnelle Foley .
Secretary

of the Joint

I


